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The Honorable Kevin B. Harrington, 
President of the Senate 
The Honorable David M. Bartley, 
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General Court of Massachusetts 
State House - Boston, Massachusetts 
Dear Mr. President and Mr. Speaker: 
Enclosed please find the full interim report of the 
Special Commission on Unequal Educational Opportunity. 
As you can see from the report, the Commission has com-
pleted a first stage of school finance reform analysis. 
We hope to continue our work on this and other important 
issues affecting equal educational opportunity in Massa-
chusetts. 
Because the report contains data which will be instru-
mental in achieving much-needed school finance reform, we 
hope that it can be printed by the legislature. Because of 
the timeliness of the issue, it would be helpful if the re-
port could be printed with all possible speed. 
Thank you again for your support of the Commission's 
work. 
W~IP~:~ 
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SPECIAL COMMISSION ON 
UNEQUAL EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY 
INTERIM REPORT 
I., Introductory Abstract 
The Special Corrunission on Unequal Educational Opportunity was 
established under Chapter 157 of the General Laws on December 6, 
1973. The Commission was charged with the obligation to investigate 
the "existence and extent, of unequal educational opportunity and 
services in the corrunonwealth" and to recommend "ways and means to 
increase and provide equal educational opportunity therein." This 
charge, only partially fulfilled at this writing, focuses on one of 
the foremost constitutional issues affected by state g,overnments. 
As the Commission's work to date indicates, Massachusetts, like 
most states, faces a number of critical policy issues in this 
important area. 
Public education has occupied a special place in the history 
of the Cbmmonw,ealth. Not only is a Massachusetts son, Horace Mann, 
frequently designated as the "father of lfublic schooling in America", 
but Massachusetts has grappled with nearly all the aspirations and 
pitfalls of. public ed4cation over the course o.f her history. The 
importance of public education is formally recognized by the state 
constitutional provision to "cherish the interests of literature and 
the sciences" by, among other things, "spreading the opportunities 
and advantages of education." (Chapter V, Section II) 
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Public education, in short, has been viewed as a fundamental 
responsibility of the Commonwealth •. This view of education as a 
state obligation coincides with interpretations of the United 
States Supreme Court, particularly in the obligation to provide all 
citizens-to-be with an equal educational opportunity. In the historic 
w".,.."" . Brown v. Board of Education· decision in 1954, Chief JusticeAwrote for 
the unanimous Court, "Today,· education is perhaps the most important 
function of state and local Governments. lli 
The Brown decision not only affirmed the requirement of universal. 
schooling, but placed the highest Court on record in support of equal 
rights in the educational sphere. This stand has been solidified 
over the years by a series of court decisions -- state and federal 
as well as le~islation designed to en hance equal educati6nal 
.::.." 
opportunity. In the process, the burden of responsibility for 
achieving equal opportunity in schools has shifted in large part 
to state legislatures, particularly in the area of school finance 
reform. In 1973, the Supreme Court abandoned its recent activist 
trend 1n the Rodriguez decision. 2 By a 5-4 majority, the Court 
ruled that inequities in the fiscal resources available for school 
expenditures based on vari~tions in the local tax base did not 
, 
consti1ute a violation of Fourteenth Amendment rights. Although 
the Court lamented "unfair" financing schemes, they ch!3.rged individual 
state legislatures with the responsibility to correct existing· 
, 
inequities. 
Defining Equal Educational Opportunity: 
In this context, the Commission's first task is to define "eq·ual 
educational opportunity" -- a term which has incited con~iderable 
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political controversy and analytical disagreement. In its review 
of written material relating to this subject, the Commission has 
identified three basic elements of equal educational opportunity. 
Each focuses attention on distinct policy areas, although all three 
are frequently considered in combination. The three principles of 
equal opportunity are as follows: 
1) Equal Resources: The principle of equal resources 
begins with the constitutional doctrine of "fiscal 
neutrality" pronounced in Serrano v. Priest (1971)3--
namely that the quality of an individual's .education may 
not be a function of wealth, other than the wealth of the 
state~as a whole. From this premise, one can expand the 
notion of equality to argue that equal resources ought to 
be available for each child's education. A more common 
conclusion, and one that increasingly is becoming the 
guiding principle of state reforms, is that equal dollars 
do not guarantee an equal educational opportunity. Instead, 
the distribution of school resources should take into 
account variations in the educatioanal need of different 
identifiable types of students, reflected in differences 
in program costs. Equalization of school resources 
according to need focuses concern on the financing of 
public schools, and thus on school finance reform -- the 
primary object of Commission study to date. 
2) Equal Involvement 1n Quality Educational Services: 
Moving beyond the issue of educational resources, this 
principle bears on the quality of educational services 
available to each pupil and the appropriateness of those 
services to each pupil's needs and capacities. At its 
core, th~ principle of equal involvement reflects the 
social aim of enabling each pupil to develop his or her 
talents and potential to the fullest degree possible. A 
less tangible principle than equal resources, equal 
involvement focuses on basic educational standards, on 
pupil performance in class, on equal access to meaning-
ful learni~g experiences. It ranges from a finite concern 
for universal mastery of essential skills, to a broad 
determination of the "benefits" pupils receive from 
their learning encounters. 
Although the relationship between equal resources 
and equal involvement has been difficult to establ:1.sh 
beyond questioning in social science research, the two 
ar~ at the very least, conceptually related. Equal 
resources can be seen as a necessary, though not suffi-
cient step toward achieving full equal educational opportu-
nity. It is also, as a number of state courts have 





itself. As a consequence, the Commission has, to date, 
concentrated primarily on school finance reform, touching 
on equal involvement concerns only insofar as they relate 
to equal resources. Further examination of the quality 
of public schooling in Massachusetts is, in the Commission's 
view, crucial, if full equal educational opportunity is to 
be realized in Massachusetts 
3).· Equal Outcomes or Results: This last principle draws 
on assumptions implicit in much of the concern for equal 
educational opportunity, and focuses on the school's 
instrumental function in the realization of full social 
and economic equality. Behind many of the claims for 
equal educational opportunity lie assumptions about the 
role that education plays in opening access to employment 
opportunities and ultimate occupational and economic 
success. Two majo~, and controversial, research efforts --
the Coleman Report~ and Jencks study of Inequality5 --
have raised serious doubts about the effectivenss' of 
different school inputs in realizing either greater equity 
in school achievement or long range social and economic 
standing (at least according to measures used thus far). 
These concerns strongly suggest the need for greater focus on 
social and economic inequalities as ends in themselves. As 
an independent concern, however, social inequality lies 
beyond the scope of this Commission's responsibilities, except 
for the need to spell out its bearing on educational issues. 
The complexity of equal educati~nal opportunity concerns ~­
particularly those targeted by the principles of equal resQurces 
and equal involvement -- requires thorough and systematic study. 
To date, this task has been underta,ken by the Commission in its 
partially completed study of school finance reform. 
The Commission's Task: 
Thus far, the Commission has concentrated on a thorough 
study of school finance reform in Massachusetts. Fuel ,ed by 
-growing concern for inequities in the existing fiscal resou~ces 
available for school expenditures, the initiation of litigation 
the Massachusetts courts challenging the current system of 
public school finance, and a burgeoning property tax revolt, 
school finance reform looms as the foremost, critical equal 
educational opportunity concern for the General Court. At the 
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same time, however, a number of additional issues require study 
by the Commission. 
In deference to the urgent need for school finance reform, 
Commission members voted at their first meeting to target this 
issue as the Commission's first priority. Essentially, this 
focus resulted from the members' concern for achieving two 
basic objectives through a revised system of state school aid. 
These two targets are: 
1). Equalization of school resources achieved through 
a revision of the school aid formula, and 
2.) Decreased reliance on the local property tax as 
the basis for financing schoOls, provided by an 
increase in the over-all level of state aid. 
While complex in themselves, these two objectives also bear on 
a number of related concerns of great significance, including 
local budgetary autonomy, statewide tax reform, state municipal 
aid programs, and state oversight of educational programs. In 
addition, members have expressed an interest in investigating 
resource variations within school districts, and future school 
construction needs in light of equal opportunity considerations. 
In addition to issues involving the equalization of school 
resources, the Commission has singled out a number of concerns 
requiring systematic study. Two major areas of concern are: 
1) the quality of education in Massachusetts schools, and 2) the 
possibilities for metropolit an cooperation to break down racial 
and social isolation in urban and suburban schools. The former 
concern incorporates a range of issues, including assessment of 
basic educational standards and objectives, the quality of particu-
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lar programs (such as career education, the general-education 
track), innovative and alternative educational programs and 
approaches, accountability and assessment of ~tate-mandated 
programs, and teacher training. The second concern concentrates 
on the state's role in encouraging cooperation and shared resources 
between urban and surrounding suburban communities.-- an issue 
of considerable immediacy. 
Finally, Commission members have suggested a number of 
additional items which might merit investigation, including the 
issue of discrimination in staff hiring in schools as well as in 
curriculum, admissions, and tracking assignments; the assessment 
of programs designed for special needs students; governance and 
community control issues; and the impact of the desegregation 
order on state funding and the quality of educational programs. 
Summary of the CQmmission'sWork To Date: 
The Commission's investigation of school finance reform in 
Massachusetts has proceeded on four fronts thus far, as follows: 
I. An examination of existing fiscal inequities among the 
351 local school districts and their bearing on school 
resources. 
II. A review of the ·shortcomings in existing school finance 
statutes, particula~ly their failure to counter the in-
equities uncovered above. 
III. Analysis of legislation designed to revise the current 
system of state aid to local school districts -- with 
a focus on the three major bill~ filed in the 1975 
session, and a consideration of alternatives. 
IV. A review of recent school finance reforms in other states. 
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In addition to these, the Commission has begun to look more closely 
at the Commonwealth's tax and .revenue potential in light of a 
coalition that has grown up around three related issues: state 
municipal aid, state educational aid, and local property tax 
relief. The·work accomplished thus far in each of the above 
areas will be described briefly here, and in greater detail in the 
main text of the Report. 
I. The examination of fiscal Inequities among the local 
school districts has focused on measures of local wealth (property 
values, personal income), tax effort (equalized school tax, tax 
payments as a function of income, and non-school tax rates or 
the so-called "municipal overburden"), existing educational 
expend.itures, and variations in educational needs (proportions of 
low-income, bilingual, or "special needs" children). 
Based on the analysis of this data, a number of descriptive 
conclusions result: 
1). In the first place, there is a basic cleavage between 
rich towns (high property value) and poor towns,and 
the relative amount of school revenue each is able to 
generate from existing property values. In the most 
basic sense, the revenue available for a child's educa-
tion in a given town is a function of the relatively 
arbitrary value of property in that community •. The arbi-
trariness of property values is illustrated by towns made 
"artificially wealthy" by the presence of a nuclear 
power plant or other high tax sources. By virtue of such 
an "accident", the ,lIwealthiest J'. communit,. (Rowe) has a 
property base 92 times that of the Commonwealth's poorest 
communities. 
2.) This basic inequality is underscored by the fact that 
some poorer communities tax themselves more heavily than' 
do (property) rich communities, yet still are unable to 
raise as much revenue for schools as the wealthier districts. 
The wealthiest ten communities, for example, tax them-
selves at less than one-fifth the millage rate of the ten 
poorest communities, yet they generate 160% of the school 
revenue (per pupil) raised by the poorer districts. 
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3.) Differences in taxable property values are further 
compounded by inequalities in the non-school tax "burden". 
Cities, in particular, have a high non-school revenue 
drain, since they must provide substantial municipal 
services for densely populated areas, high concentrations 
of lower-income peoples, and non-residents who make use 
of the cities during the day-time. This non-school drain 
makes the raising of school revenues more difficult, the 
ideal illustration being Chelsea, where a high non-school 
property tax comprises 90% of the total local tax. 
4.) Based on these inequities, school expenditures are 
radically unequal among the local districts. Even with the 
current Chapter 70 formula for state school aid, sub-
stantial inequities exist among the local districts in 
per pupil expenditures. The ten wealthiest communities, 
for example, spend 133% of the amount spent on schools in 
the ten poorest communities including the state contri-
bution. 
These basic inequities have, in fact, given rise to litiga-
tion in the Federal District Court. The case of Timilty et al 
v. Sargent et aI, although held back by a lack of funds at this 
writing, charges that the existing system of school financing 
in Massachusetts, despite 'Chapter 70, is unconstitutional. In 
its review of testimony, the Commission has yet to hear any party 
argue that the current system is fair or equal, or that reform 
is unnecessary. 
II. The second area of investigation has elicited a number of 
basic shortcomings in the current Chapter 70 formula for distri-
buting state school aid. Briefly, these are: 
1.) The low level of state contribution: In 1969, Massachusetts 
ranked 45th In the proportion of publIc school revenue 
provided by the state. Despite improvements since that 
time, Massachusetts has lagged behind many states which 
have made substantial increase~:in the level of state aid. 
As a consequence of this low level -- technically 35% 
of the average community's general school expenditures --
a SUbstantial portion of school costs depends entirely on 
fluctuations in the local property base. All expenditures 
over 110% of the state average, and most major oategori-
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cal aid programs are not subject to equalization at the 
state level.· . -
2.) A floor of 15% aia, and a ceiling of 75%, prevent state 
aid from varying the full~gree that local wealth varies. 
Both act as impediments to equalization. 
3.) The use of property valuation per pupil as an indica-
tor of local fiscal ability favors communities with a 
high proportion of pupils in the total population by 
de-emphasizing non-school drains on the property base. 
4.) Because Chapter 70 1s funded with revenue remaining 
after other categorical school aid programs are fully 
funded, the level of the state's contribution is further 
diminished, as is its equalizing effect. 
5.) Since state aid is based on the reimbursement of 
past-year expenditures, school districts are handicapped 
in their ability to undergo medium or long range planning. 
Low wealth communities, are further handicapped by 
their relative inability to raise the initial revenue to 
get new programs off the ground. 
III. 'rhe Commission has devoted substantial time to the study of 
possible measures to counter the fiscal inequities described, above, 
and to correct the shortcomings of current state aid programs. In 
particular, much time has been given to in-depth study of the 
three major school finance reform bills filed in the 1975 legis la-
tive session and recently referred to the Commission by the 
Education Committee. The three are.. H128, filed by the Board 
of Education, S423/H2876, filed by the Massachusetts Teacher's 
Association, and H3628, filed by the Boston "Coalition", a cross-
sectional group of Boston legislators and representatives. from the 
Boston School Committee and the Major's Office. 
Much of this investigation has focused on conceptual differences 
among the three Bills and differences between them and the current 
Chapter 70. In brief, these are depicted in Table land are 
summarized in the Appendix. 
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In addition to these conceptual differences, each of the 
three bills has distinctive fiscal effects. The Commission is 
engaged in an on-going analysis of these, with the extremely 
valuable technical assistance of the Legislators' Education Action 
Project of the National Conference of State Legislatures. At the 
time of this writing, enough data has been assembled in computer 
simulations to predict basic distributive and cost effects of all 
three bills. These, and the reasons for these, will be spelled 
out in detail in the main Report text, with accompanying data in 
the Appendix. 
Thus at this juncture, the Commission has the tools with 
which to analyze the effects of different components in each of 
the .bills, and thus to work towards combining the most effective 
and most desirable components into a specific recommendation for 
legislation. One advantage the Commission has enjoyed thus far is 
that it has been able t·o take the necessary" time and summon the 
resources required to examine a range of alternative reforms in 
some depth •. This process is continuing; additional elements are 
• o~ being included in the anlysis,.distributive and total cost effects. 
IV. Finally, the Commission has been ably assisted by the 
Legislators' Education Action Project in reviewing and profiting 
from the reform experiences in a number of other states. In 
addition to hearing testimony frOm Representative Joseph Graba of 
Minnesota and Representative Robert Johnson of Florida, the L.E.A.P. 
researchers, John J. Callahan and William Wilken have bought to the 
Commission their familiarity with the national picture of school 
finance reform. In addition, staff person, Edward Morgan attended·· 
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the National School Finance Conference in March, and conveyed 
useful information of national scope to Commission members. 
The perspective of school finance reform in other states has 
been particularly useful in two ways: 1) by suggesting elements 
of school finance reform packages that ought to be weighed in 
Massachusetts, and 2) by providing a back-drop against which the 
three reform bills, or any alternatives, can be evaluated~ The 
national perspective has been especially helpful in determining 
drawbacks or ommissions shared by all three of the reform bills. 
In this regard, tne experience of other states has pOinted the 
way to a number of issues yet unstudied, as is discussed in the 
final section of this introductory abstract. 
Finally, the Commission members have been greatly concerned 
about the fiscal context of school finance reform -- in particular, 
the existence and relative desirability of various state revenue 
sources required for any increase in state school aid. As of 
this writing, the Commission has heard testimony from a number of 
parties involved in tax issues and tax reform, and will be meeting 
on April 7 with Secretary of Administration and Fiuance, John 
Buckley. Additionally, Commission members have been extremely 
mindful of the over-all issue of tax reform, particularly the 
need for property tax relief. The Commission has, in fact, heard. 
testimony relating to state municipal aid, in addition to school 
aid, and the relation of both to possiblities for a diminished 
local property tax burden. As is spelled out below, this area 
requires further study. 
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Future Study Needs: 
Although the Commission has accomplished a great deal 
in the analysis of school finance reform, a number of issues 
relating to school finance reform require considerable study in 
the coming months. In addition, as mentioned in the introduction, 
a number of additional equal educational opportunity issues urgently 
require thorough examination. 
In terms of school finance reform,the Commission feels that 
the following areas require further careful study: 
1). School Aid Formula: Computer simulations and adjust-
ments to combine elements contained in the three reform 
bills and alternatives into a "best" formula. 
2.) State Standards and Accountability vs. Local Control: 
Careful examination of the many issues ariSing out of 
the conflict between state standards for state funds 
and local autonomy and control of schools -- including: 
targeting state funds for particular programs, limita-
tions on tax efforts and inequities, directing state funds 
to local property tax reli,ef. 
3.) Tie-in with Tax Reform: Continuing examination of 
tax revenue possibilities, the effect of school aid and. 
general municipal aid, and a continuing dialogue with the 
Executive branch about tax needs. 
4.) Planning: Study of the likely impact of greatly in-
creased state aid on local school systems and budgets, 
including assessment of ways of channeling funds into 
both equalized school expenditures and property tax relief. 
5.) Phase-in: Study of ways to phase in the increase in 
state aid in an equitable manner. 
6.) Administration: Study of administrative needs grow-
ing out of complexities inherent in proposed reforms, 
most notably the need for oversight of local pupil place-
ments. ' 
7.) Additional insight into the fiscal history of Massachusetts 
local school districts. ' 
8.) Cost assessments of weighted programs -- particularly 
SPeci al ducation programs. 
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9.) Further examination of the relationship between 
spending and program quality. 
These additional needs, it is felt, will require considerable 
staff input and time. The Commission looks forward to continuing 
cooperation with the Legislators Education Action Project. In 
addition, members of the Commission have felt that other 
critical equal educational opportunity issues require study in the 
very near future, if not immediately. These, too, will require 
staff input as well as considerable time to examine all pressing 
issues thoroughly. In particular, other future study needs are: 
1.) School Construction: The need to assess future con-
struction needs in the Commonwealth, and the state's 
funding formula, particularly in light of declining sub~ 
urban enrollments and the need for replacement structures 
in the cities. 
2.) The Quality of Education in Massachusetts' Schools: 
The need for a thorough examination of the quality of 
education in Massachusetts schools, focusing particularly 
on variations in that quality which work to the detri-
ment of some groups of students. Attention needs to be 
given to particular types of programs (such as career 
education) as well as to alternative and innovative approaches. 
3.) Metropolitan Cooperation: A number of proposed bills 
suggest the urgency of examining the alternatives for urban-
suburban cooperation in overcoming racial and social isola-
tion in the schools of each community-type. 
Finally, additional areas related to equal educational 
opportunity have been suggested for study and possible future 
recommendations. ~r&. Others likely to arise as current ,study continues • 
. 1\ 
In light of these related and complex concerns, the Commission 
strongly urges that study continue unabated for the forseeable 
future. 
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-II. SCHOOL FINANCE BACKGROUND: 
As suggested in the introductory section, much of the litigation 
ar..:: legislation relating to equal educational opportunity has focuseu on 
school finance reform. Following a brief overview of the 
national ?icture of school finance reform, the balance of this 
report examines school finance reform in Massachusetts, focusing 
in particular on three reform bills. 
1. School Finance Reform - The National Picture 
Although school finance reform has a long history tracing 
back to early in the century, the momentum for much of the 
reform in recent years can be traced to the landmark Serrano 
'r. Priest decision handed down by the California Supreme Court· 
on August 30, 1971. In that decisi'.:m, the California system 
of financing public schools was found to be unconstitutional 
According to the court opinion, a pupil's education ca~no~ be 
subject to the arbitrary wealth of his parents and neighbors, or 
any wealth other than that of the state as a whole. In brief 
the Court stipulated that education is a fundamental interest 
protected by the Constitution, that wealth is a "suspect 
classification," like race , and that there is no compelling. 
justification for making a child's education dependent upon the 
wealth of his local school district. Federal courts made similar 
rulings in Minnesota in October and Texas in December of that 
year. 
The"fiscal neutrality" principle of the Serrano case 
triggered a wave of legislative reform efforts and litigation 
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in number of states. Lawsuits in some states resulted in 
pronouncements that the states have an obligation, backed 
by jUdicial decree, to reform existing systems of school 
finance to provide "equal educational opportunity." In 
6 
Robinson v. Cahill, decided January 19, 1972, the Superior Court 
of New Jersey, adopted the "fundamental interest" thesis and 
held that the New Jersey system of public school financing 
violated the requirement for equality contained in both the 
state and federal constitutions. On appeal, however, the 
Supreme Court of New Jersey took a some~7hat different view and 
decided that the New Jersey system of financing schools violated 
the state constitutional provision requiring a "thQrough and 
efficient" system of public education for all school age children. 
Another case based on state constitutional grounds occured 
in Michigan. The Supreme Court of that state in Milliken v. 
7 
Green (1972) struck down the state's system of financing public 
schools because it denied equal protection of the laws guaran-
teed by the .Hichigan Constitution. The coUrt held, "The right 
to an education in Michigan is a specifically enumerated consti-
tutional mandate." The court went on to define the limits of 
its decision, being careful that the opinion did not 
infringe on local control. 
The momentum of school finance reform at first appreared 
to by stymied in Harch, 1973, when the u.s. Supreme Court 
refused to uphold the Serrano principle as fourteenth amend-
ment right. The 5-4 majority in San Antonio School District 
v. Rodrigue~ argued that wealth inequalities reflected in 
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district school expenditures did not constitute a deprivation 
of the 14th amendment, guarantee of "equal protection." 
Essentially, the majority declared that it \vas not the role of 
the Federal Courts to provide the impetus for correcting 
injustices in state school finance. 
Contrary to the expectations of some observers, school 
finance reform continued unabated after the Rodriguez decision. 
In fact, during the year after the Supreme Court decision, 
no fewer than eleven states passed major sChool finance reform 
packages. Eight of these - notably those in Florida, Kansas, 
and Michigan - include some measure of l'district power .equali-
zation", and allocation aid to high-need districts by means 
8 
~f pupil weighting systems. In general, the reforms since 
Rodriguez have had three basic fiscal effects: 
1. Expanded state funding of' local school costs, 
increasing state appropriations by an average of over 
$100 million.9 
2. Increased per pupil aid, especially in low 
wealth, high need areas, thus enhancing equalization 
of school resources. 
3. Reduced property taxes in four states 
(Colorado, KanESs<, Hon1rana, al}-d North Dakota) ,and 
general property tax rell.ef - as compared·to those 
states not passing school finance reform measures. 
In addition to the movement of state legislation follow-
ing Rodriguez, a numbe~ of suits have been filed concentrat-
ing on state constitutional guarantees. Host recently, in 
January, 1975, a connecticut Superior Court ruled that the' 
Connecticut system of school finance violated both the equal 
10 
protection and education clauses of the State Constitution. 
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The ruling - now under appeal - followed the recent trend of 
Court decisions, focusing on the fact that districts with 
high property values can raise-excessive school funds on relatively 
comfortable tax rates, while oth~smust tax themselves 
heavily to attain minimal expenditure levels. 
Litigation in Massachusetts: 
In January, 1972, State Senator Joseph Timilty and others 
filed a complaint in the Federal District Court. Admitting that 
the Massachusetts school finance plan reflected an effort to 
equalize educationai opportunit~ the suit argued that the 
resulting system was nonetheless in violation of the Fourteenth 
Amendment. Timilty v. Sargent was outlined for the Senate 
Select Committee on Equality of Educational Opportunity as 
follows (December, 1971. Page 248): 
Plaintiffs claim that the Massachusetts statu-
tory scheme for financing primary and secondary educa-
tion results in wide disparities in the financial re-
sources available per pupil, the amounts expended' 
per pupil among the various r.1assachusetts public schools, 
and the rate of taxation between districts as a direct 
result of the reliance in the Massachusetts scheme upon 
local property taxation and that the selection, with-
out regard to variations in equalized valuation per 
pupil, of local cities and towns as the taxing unit 
violates the 14th Amendment of the U.S. Constitution. 
After Rodriguez, the Timilty case was refiled by private 
attornies Goodrich and ~1arcellino, arguing that _the educa-
tional inequities in Massachusetts violated State Constitutional 
provisions. The case is still pending in the Superior Court in 
Suffolk. Due to a lack of financial resources for further 
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research on the part ,of the plaintiffs (despite aid from the 
Lawyer's Committee for Civil Rights), the case has lain dormant. 
In addition to the Timilty suit two Massachusetts commu-
nities (Cambridge and Halden) have filed suit against the 
Conunonwealth, again claiming that the current system is un-
consti tutional. There is some indication that these corn.'Ilunities 
will be joined by others. At this point, Agawam is considering 
joining the suit. 
2. Educational Inequities in Massachusetts: 
Despite the effort to equalize school resources by means of 
Chapter 70 of the General Laws, the current school finance system 
exhibits all the qualities of fiscal and educational inequity 
which have resulted in successful litigation and/or consider-
able reform in other states. As enumerated in the introductory 
sec~ion, Chapter 70 contains several shortcomings which under-
mine the effort to equalize school resources throughout the 
Commonwealth (see pages 8-9). '1'he purpose of this section 
is briefly to outline and illustrate the range of existing 
inequities. 
According to fairly recent school finance data', Massachusetts' 
fares badly when compared to her sister states. Most notably, 
by all relevant measures, the current school finance structure 
relies extremely heavily on the local property tax. H.assachusetts 
ranks 45th in the nation in the relative proportion of school 
11 
revenues provided by the state. And a 1971 cstir:\a.tc o.f the 
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equalizing impact of that state share ranked the commonwealth 
12 
33rd of the 50 states. In terms of the proportion of all state 
and local revenue generated by the local property tax, 
Massachusetts ranks 2nd in the nation in per capita terms, and 
, 13 
as high as 4th, when personal. income is taken to account. In 
other words, although the state is wealthier than average (in 
personal income), the property tax bite for schools is still 
4th highest in the nation even when this income measure is, 
accounted for. Finally, general education expenditures ($ per 
capita) place Hassachusetts in the middle of the state rankings 
(27th), but drops the Conunonwt3alth to 47th when the state I s 
l4~ 
income level is taken into account. 
In light of this general picture of the Hassachuse'tts 
school finance and property tax structure, it is hardly 
surprising that considerable inequities exist in school re~ 
sources, these are illustrated by Tables II-VII'I in this sec-
tion. 
The most fundamental inequality (yet one which still. 
does not take into account differences in educational need) 
is illustrated by discrepancies in the total per pupil expendi-
tures in towns which tax themselves at nearly equal rates for 
their schools. Table II illustrates the differences between two 
such towns, weston and Rutland. Although ,.yeston has nearly three 
times the property wealth of Rutland, and almost three times 
the income wealth, both towns tax themselves at about the same 
-21- . 
Table II 




Equalized·Valuation Per Capita (Ratio to State Averag~) 2.448 
Equalized School Tax Rate 18.68 mills 
Locally Raised Revenue Per Pupil ;$1704 
State Aid Per Pupil $ 137 
Total Expenditures Per Pupil $1841 
Population 
Equalized Valuation Per Capita (Ratio to State Average) 
Equalized School Tax Rate 
Locally Raised Revenue Per Pupil 
State Aid Per Pupil 







Per Capita Income Ratio to State Average: . 
Weston: 2.238 
Rutland: .930 
Median Years of Schooling Ratio To State Average: 
Weston: 1.25 
Rutland 1.01 
* Aid figures are based on 1972-73 levels. 
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r rate. The result is a glaring difference in revenue available 
for school expenditures. Weston's per pupil revenue is almost 
four times that of Rutland. The state provides aid to Rutland 
that more than doubles the aid to Weston, but the resulting 
total per pupil expenditures remain grossly unequal. Pupils 
in Neston have more than twice the school rev~nue available 
for their education thGP pupils in Rutland are able to benefit 
from. State aid, in other wo~ds, fails to close the educational 
gap in a significant manner. 
Discrepancies in per pupil expenditure after receipt 
of state aid, can therefore be used to indicate basic inequities 
in the current system. As illustrated by Table II\ these ex-
penditures range widely among the Massachusetts cities and 
towns. Although the expenditure levels of certain individual 
towns (Gosnold and Chilmark) are affected by unusually low 
pupil. counts. The median expenditure level of the top ten 
districts is more than two and a half times that of the low 
expenditure districts. These discrepancies do not take into 
account differences in educational need (and therefore the 
cost of equality). "High-need" students tend to be located in 
the cities and poorer rural towns, yet under the current funding 
system, t·he weal thy suburban towns are better able to draw on 
state support for high-need students. 
The measure of local wealth most traditionally associated 
with educational inequities has been that of property value. 
According to Table .IV, the measure currently used in calculating 
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Table III 
Disparities in Educational Program Expenditures Per Pupif, 1973-74, 
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Ratio of High Median to Low Median • 2.6:1 
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local fiscal ability reveals a dramatic gap between wealthy 
and poor communities. Districts with highest property wealth 
(generally resort communities) have more than eleven times 
the property base on which to draw for school expenditures 
as the poorest property districts (generally rural towns). 
Per pupil property value correlates significantly (.33) with 
final per pupil expenditures (based on a sample of Massachusetts 
districts). 
Using ~ broader measure of local wealth - per capita 
property value - the gap between richest and poorest districts 
widens. As illustrated in Table V, the wealthy towns (mostly 
resort) now exhibit more than thirteen times the property 
base as the poor towns (mostly cities). Significantly this 
measure reflects the overall demand on property wealth in each 
community. Although it registers a correlation of only .09 
with per pupil expenditure, this measure correlates significantly 
(.44) with expenditures per full-time equivalent pupil, a figure 
which takes into accouht educational need. (At the same time, 
EV/SAC exhibits a .63 correlation, per capita income .77, and 
median years of schooling .61, with expenditures per PTE.) 
Per capita income differences are far less dramatic (Table VI) 
than those in property values. The wealthiest towns (suburbs) 
have somewhat more than twice the income wealth as the poorest 
towns (rural, and Pall River). Per capita income correlates 
most significantly of any measure tested (.71) with differences 
in per pupil expenditures, in part because the two reveal a 
comparable range of variation. 
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Table IV 
Disparities in Property Wealth Per Pupii (SAC), by 
Ten Highest and Ten Lowest Districts 
(Equalized Valuation as of January 1, 1975) 
District 











































Corre:lation of EV/SAC with Per Pupil Expenditures = .33 
Ratio of High Median to Low Median = 11.4:1 
* Note: Values in Rowe reflect the presericeof a nuclear 
power plant in a small town. 
, .. ~ 
Table v 
Disparities in Property Wealth Per Capita, 
As a Ratio to the State Average, by Ten Highest and Ten Lowest Districts 
(Equalized Valuation as of January 1, 1975) 
District Ratio to Average 







Mount Washington . 
Gay Head . 
Orleans 
Chilmark 
. . . 































Correlation of EV/CAP with Per Pupil Expenditures = .09 




Disparities in Per Capita Income by Locality 
based upon the state average (1970-census) 
District 












































Ratio of High Median to Low Median = 2.3:1 
Oorrelation of Per Capita Income to Per Pupil 
Expenditures • .71 
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Finally, substantial differences in school tax effort can 
be seen in Table VII. (hlthough "equalized", these tax rates 
are based on current, unequal assessments.) 'rhe· ten high tax 
communities (rural and average wealth towns) have a median 
tax rate that is more than eight times that of the low tax 
districts (resorts and Rowe). Not surprisingly, the tax rate 
measure correlates significantly (.37) with per pupil expendi-
tures. 
An overview of these discrpancies can be gained by examining 
characteristics of the districts with highest and lowest' 
per pupil expenditure levels. As can be seen in Table VIII, the 
ten high expenditure districts have much higher property values, 
(calculated in terms of both per pupil and per ,capita value) 
and substantially higher income and schooling levels. The low 
expenditure districts exhibit the opposite tendencies (although 
Dunstable has a high per capita property base). 
tn light, of ;these baSic, and frequentl:¥ dramatic,p' lDequities, 
Massachusetts prepares to revise her system of financing public 
elementary and secondary education. Against a backdrop of 
considerable inequality, and two court suits, the first step has 
been filed and referred to the Commission. The final portion 
of this report draws on the study of these bills completed to 
date by the Commission. 
Table VII 
Disparities in Local School Tax Rates in Mills 
based upon equalized valuations 
Districts Equalized Tax Rate 










































Correlation of Tax Rate to Per Pupil Expenditures III .37 
Ratio of High Median to Low Median = 8.3:1 
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Table VIII 
Relationship Between Measures of' Fiscal Ability, 
Tax Rates, Expenditures by Ten High Expenditure 
and Ten Low Expenditu~e Districts 
Expenditure EV/SAC EV/Cap Inc./Cap Med.Sch.* 
District 'Per Pupil Ra~10 ' Ratio Ratio Ratio Tax 
Gosno1d $4'620 7.981 3.757 .943 2.72 
Chilmark 2796 8.737 6.359 .943 3.95 ' 
Brookline 2235 2.284 ' 1.251 1.789 1.05 13.33 ' 
Weston 1841 1.913 2.448 2.238 1.25 18.68 
Rowe 1719 41.320 42.745 .892 2.25 
Lincoln 1681 1.876 1.511 1.621 1.23 16.90 
Wayland 1665 1.190 1.567 1.467 1.16 22.17 
Tyringham 1664 3.214 4.353 '.929 5.09 
Newton 1593 1.402 1.288 1.572 1.05 22.72 
Oakham 1526 1.197 1~253 .927 12.33 
llt1and 788 .847 .900 .930 1.01 18.53 
.l,toeetown 787 .935 1.261 .857 .93 18.18 
Spencer 775 .664 .749 .857 .94 15.77 
Plainville 773 .839 1.045 .869 1.01 17.40 
Billerica 766 .751 1.018 .836 1.01 20.45 
Millville 762 .439 .583 .929 28~93 
Dunstab1e 760 1.460 2.164 1.088 13.35 
, , Norfolk 691 .888 1.071 .821 1.01 17.10 
Athol 663 .589 .579 .919 .95 19.02 
E. Bridgewater 646 .804 1. 053 .877 1.01 21.06 
Correlation with Per pupil ~33 .09 .71 .47 .37 
expenditures 
* Median Years of SchoG1ing Ratio included as available 
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III. ANALYSIS OF THREE REFORM BILLS: 
Three major ,school finance reform bills have been filed 
16 
during the 1975 legislative session, and formally referred to the 
Commission by The Joint Committee on Education. The three are: 
1. (H.128) by the Board of Education. 
2. (H.3628) by a cross-section of Bo~ton le~islator~, a 
representat'ive of the Mayor's Office, anu. a member 'of 
the Boston School Committee - hereafter referred to 
informally as t'he . Boston Coalition. 
3. (S. 423/H.2876) by the Massachusetts Teachers Association. 
All three bills share basic objectives. In essence they 
aim at: 
1. Equalization.ofSchoql Resources from district to 
district within the Commonwealth. All three bills make 
substanti~l changes in the present Chapter 70 school aid 
formula, redirecting school aid to communities with low 
per capita wealth and extraordinary educational need. 
2. Decreased Reliance on the Local Pro ert Tax as the 
basis for ~nanc~ngsc 00 s. A b~l s wou ~ncrease 
the average state share 'of school expenditures from the 
statutory 35 percent (Chapter 70) to 50 percent or more. 
In addition, all three bills would require at least $680 
million in state revenue in 197.5-76 if aid were paid on the basis 
of 1972-73 expenditure levels. Thus, the state would have to 
raise a minimum of $170-200 million beyond the anticipated 
$513 million level .required for 1975-76 anticipated under exist-
ing legislation. 
1. Summary of Bill Components: 
The proposed revisions in school aid include the following: 
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Increased State .Share: All three bills call for an average 
state contribution to school costs at the 50 percent level 
in 1975-76. The average state share would rise to 75 level 
percent in the Massachusetts Teachers Association (NTA) 
bill by 1931-82 and thereafter. 
Program Consolidation: The Board of Education and Boston 
Coalition bills would consolidate present vocational, 
special, and bilingual education funding programs into a 
new Chapter 70 formula. The MTA bill would consolidate 
present Chapter 74 vocational education programs into a 
new Chapter 70 proposal. 
New-Program Funding: All three bilis call for the creation 
of a new aid program for disadyantaged children operating 
within the new Chapter 70. Aid. for this program is 
distributed by means of weighting for "low-income" pupils, 
defined differently in each bill. The MTA bill calls for 
additional aid for educationally disadvantaged children 
whose educational performance is substantially below 
statewide average. 
Aid Limitations: All three proposals place restrictions 
on the amount of aid that a district can receive under 
the new Chapter 70 program. The 11TA bill will share in 
a school district's expenditures at a minimum of 80 percent 
of state average up to a maximum of 110 percent of state 
average per pupil expenditure, while the Board and Boston 
bill contribute aid based on the state average per pupil 
expenditure. 
All three bills guarantee that no city or town will 
receive less Chapter 70 aid than it did in the 1974-75 
school year. The MTA bill provides for increasing this 
"save-harmless" guarantee by six percent a year to keep 
pace with inflation. 
New Measures of School District Wealth: The measure of 
local fiscal ability In all three bills differs substantially 
from present Chapter 70 formula. The State Board of Education 
and MTA bill measure the relative wealth of the community 
by its ter capita property value. The Boston Coalition 
bill ca ls for an averaging of per capita property value 
and per capita inc~me in order to determine the relative 
wealth of the local community. The UTA bill in 1977 adjusts 
the per capita wealth measure by the relative total tax 
rate of the local community. 
&up~ Weighting sfstems: All three-bills incorporate a pupil 
elog tmg system lo.n order to direct mere Chapter 70 aid to 
communities with concentrations of children that are expensive 
to educate~ These weighting systems classify a child by 
his grade level, or educational program, or other socio-
economic or educational characteristic, and they guarantee 
additional state funding for all but "regular day" pupils. 
The MTA bill has four separate pupil weightings, the State 
Board of Education nine and the Boston Coalition eleven 
separate weighting classifications. The weighting provisions 
in the State Board and Boston Coalition plans are very 
similar. 
Other Features: All three' bills call for advance funding 
of Chapter 70 aid payme.nts. The Board and Coalition plans 
also provide for direct payments.to regional school districts. 
The State Board proposes a relatively minor program of 
additional school aid to those communities that have school 
tax rates that are substantially above the state average. 
The components of each bill are further summarized and 
compared to those in Chapter 70 on page 10 of the Introduction. 
2. Computation of State Aid 
Aid distributed to each school district is calculated 
according to the following general formula: 
Aid % (based on the inverse of local fiscal ability X 
Educational Need X Program expenditures 
State aid is computed in each bill as follows: 
1. Board of Education:. 
1.00-.5 (EV/capita local) 
(EV/c~pita state) X Total Pupil Weights 
X State average per pupil expenditure (previous year) 
2. Boston Coalition: 
L 1.00-.5 (EV/capita local)* 
~ (EV/capita state) + 
X Total Pupil Weights 
(*not to fall b~low zero) 
~ 1.00-.5 (income/cap local) 
(income/cap state) 
X State average per pupil 
expenditure (previous year) 
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3. MTA: 
1.00-.5 (EV/capita local) 
(EV/capita state) X Total pupil weights 
X Total reimbursable expenditures (between 80% 
and 110% of the state average) 
3. Analysis:. 
Formula Similarities:· 
All three major school finance bills now before the Commission 
would increase the state's share of most school district expendi-
tures from a statutory level of 35 percent in 1974-75 to 50 
* percent in 1975-76. The additional state dollars, however, 
would not be distributed equally among all school districts but 
in relation to such important consideratioris as local educational 
need, expenditure level, tax effort and wealth. Under all three 
bills, more state aid would be paid to school districts with a 
majority of their pupils enrolled in regular day school programs. 
Under each of the bills the amount of state aid will grow with 
increases in the level of school district ezpenditures. Under 
two of the bills, more state aid would be paid to school districts 
that make exceptional tax effort than to districts which make 
only average tax effort. Under all three bills, state aid 
would increase to districts· with above-averag~ wealth. Each, of these 
bills, however,. works differently. s.ince all three define ·their 
essentially common considerations for aid payment in markedly 
* As at present, however, the actual share of local ex-
penditures borne by the state would depend on the degree 
to which the new proposals· are funded. 
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different ways. These differences are clarified in subsequent 
sections. 
The Level of State Aid: 
In the first year each bill would go into effect, all three 
major school finance proposals would set the average state share 
at 50 percent of those school district expenditures subject to 
state aid. Following the 1976-77 fiscal year, the share of local 
expenditures picked up by the state under the. MTA plan would., 
however, increase to 55 percent in 1977-78, to 60 percent in 
1978-79; to 65 percent in 1979-80, and to 75 percent in 1981-
82 and all years thereafter. 
Definition of Expenditures: 
Another key difference among the three bills can be found 
in their definitions of aidable expenditures. The proposals of 
the State Board and the Boston Coalition define the aidable 
expenditures for each school district as the average expense per 
weighted full time equivalent (WFTE) pupil in the Commonwealth. 
In contrast, the Teachers Association bill defines aidable ex-
penditures for each school district in terms of district expense 
per enrolled pupil not to exceed 110 percent of the state average, 
and not to be less than 80 percent of the state average. 
Other differences among the expenditure definitions arise 
in two areas: (1) the expenditures subject to aid according 
to pupil type; and (2) the expenditures subject to aid by func-
tion and object. Qnder the State Board and Boston Coalition 
bills, Chapter 70 in the future would pay aid for expenses 
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currently reimbursed·through separate categorical vocational, 
special education, and bilingual programs by consolidating each 
of these programs under a general aid formula covering vitually 
all pupil types. Specifically, the State Board and Coalition bills 
would pay aid for expenses incurred for regular day school, 
special education, vocational and bilingual pupils.* 
The Teachers Association proposal, on the other hand, 
would include only pupil expense categories currently reim-
bursed und.er Chapter 70, and vocational expense categories now 
treated under separate categorical programs. It would not 
.include the expenses for pupils now treated under categorical 
programs for special education or bilingual education. 
All three bills exclude from aid school district outlays 
made for pupil transportatio~, food services, capital outlays, 
tuition receipts, federal aid, and the proceeds from investments 
and other miscellaneous sources. Moreover, all three proposals 
would give the Commissioner of Education discretion to promul-
gate regulations that would· allow aid to be paid for certain 
community service outlays. 
The Definition of Relative School District Weaith: 
While the State Board and Boston Coalition bills are identical 
in their definitions of the state share and aidable expenditures, 
they part company significantly in their approaches to the 
• 
* NeithE!r of these bills makes anyspecifi'c reference to a. few 
miscellaneous pupil expenditure categories included under 
the current Chapter 70 legislation, most importantly, regu-
lar evening school, and vacation schools. 
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definition·of relative school district wealth. The State Board 
proposal together with the Teachers Association plan specifies 
that the rel~tive wealth of regular school districts shall be 
determined by the per capita, equalized, market or true pro-
perty valuation per person. By virtue of this change from 
property valuation per pupil, school districts having a high 
percentage of their population in public school will appear 
more wealthy while school districts with a low pupil proportion 
will appear poorer relative to the norm. 
The definition of relative local wealth contained in the 
Boston Coalition bill represents an even greater departure 
from present practice than the change required by the other bills. 
Under the Coalition bill, relative local wealth is defined both 
in terms of equalized property valu~tion per capita and in terms 
of personal income per capita. According to this formula, school 
aid is based on- an average of the local property value and per 
caPi.ta income proportions.* Though not explicitly stated, 
the purpose of including personal income in the measure of local 
wealth is essentially to include two sources of local school 
funding -- the property base and income ·available for expendi-
tures -- in the computation of local fiscal ability. 
Pupil Uni~ Definitions: 
An additional significant difference between the thre.e 
bills arises from the way each defines its pupil units. Both 
*Although not spelled out in the Boston Coalition bill, 
it is the intent of its authors that the local valuation 
percentage shall not fall below zero. 
---~------
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the State Board and Bost,on Coalitiop bills define and count 
school district pupils by means of an elaborate classification 
and weighting system. The Teachers Association bill makes 
less use of pupil classifications and weights, since it in-
corporates fewer programs. 
Quite clearly, the classification and weighting schemes of 
all three bills are based on the view that the Commonwealth1s 
school finance system must provide greater support to pupils 
who are relatively expensive to educate -- aamely pupils requiring 
the services of special education, vocational and .bi.lingual 
programs, as well as pupils from backgrounds associated with 
educational IIdisadvantage ll • This consensus, however, is offset 
considerably by key differences in several areas. 
First, the Boston Coalition and Teachers Association bills 
take account of the view that there is a need to assign educa-
tional priority to pupils during the early years of their 
public education. The State Board bill does not give additional 
weight to elementa+y school pupils. 
Second, the three bills differ over the priority that should 
be assigned to the education of children from low income homes --
children who at present have an extraordinarily high probability 
of low educational achievement. The Board of Educat~on bill 
assigns an additional .2 weight to all pupils classified as low-
income, while the Boston Coalition assigns low-income pupils a 
.5 weight. The MTA proposal begins with a .1 low-income weight 
in 1975, and 'increases this to.5 by 1979. Additionally, signi-
ficant differences arise in each bill's definition of "low-
income ll children. The Board bill uses the current Title I formula 
-i. e. all children below the federal pover.ty level.· The Boston 
bill uses the old Title I formula, namely all children below 
poverty level or on welfare. The MTA proposal includes all 
. public school children from families in the lowest income decile. 
Additionally, the Teachers Association bill assigns a 1.25 
weight to all pupils who have "critical deficiencies in basic 
learning skills" as defined by performance in a statwide test-
ing program of an unspecified nature to go into effect during 
fiscal 1977. 
Save-Harmless Definitions: 
The State Board and Boston Coalition ·bills qualify their 
basic provisions by insuring all school districts that they 
will receive no less state aid. in the future than in 197.4-
75. 
The Teachers Association proposal guarantees all school 
districts at least 6 percent more aid in the future than in 
1974-75. 
Tax Effort and Add-On: 
The State Board plan, unlike the other two; requires all 
school districts to make a minimum revenue effort amounting to 
the difference between the state-wide average expenditure per 
pupil and their revised per pupil Chapter 70 aid. In addition, 
it guarantees all school districts $45 per pupil per mill of true 
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h tax effort in excess of a state average tax effort, the $45 
11' 
per pupil figure is about $3.per pupil above the yield from 
a one mill tax levy in an average wealth school district. The 
ceiling on this mill guarantee, however, is limited toa maxi-
mum of $180 per pupil. 
Like the State Department proposal, the Teachers Associa-
tion bill also provides increased aid to school districts 
on the basis of local tax effort, but takes a sub~tantially 
different approach. Under the Teachers bill, school districts 
with a total tax burden -- ~6hool and non-school -- greater 
than the state average will receive ·small supplements to their 
Chapter 70 allotments beginning in 1977. This will be done 
by manipulating the definition of relative local wealth in such 
a way that tax effort will count 10 percent and property 
valuation 90 percent. By and large, this will provide supple-
mentary assistance to school districts now suffering from 
"municipal overburden." 
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4. School Finance Revisions in Massachusetts in Light of 
Other State Finance Reforms. 
Many of the components of the three school finance reform 
bills have been included in school -finance revisions in other 
states. A brief review* of new measures in these states 
provides a useful perspective for subsequent evaluation of 
the three proposals before the Gommission. 
Pupil Weiqhtinq Plans: 
Comprehensive pupil weighting plans are in effect in three 
states, Florida, New Mexico, and Utah. Partial weighting 
systems are in effect in another thirteen. The ostensible 
purpose of these weighting plans is to concentrate more state 
aid on high-cost children and to redistribute more monies to 
districts that have above-average concentrations of such 
pupils. Moreover, these weighting systems are often advocated 
in order to fold-in categorical programs to a general aid 
formula program. This, in turn, assures that local communities 
will receive aid not on the basis of local "grantmanship" 
but on some more objective standard of educational need. 
Where pupil weighting systems have been employed they 
have met with considerable public favor. These plans, however, 
require efficient educational administration to be effective. 
Most legislators admit that there is a need for periodic evalua-
tion of such plans, and many are concerned about the tendency 
* The Commission is indebted to John Callahan and William 
Wilken for their report on school finance reform, in 
other states. Much of this review is derived from that 
report. 
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for local districts to misclassify students .into high-cost 
categories. In Utah, for example, this has caused the Legislative 
Research Council·tb consider developing potential target popu-
lations in each district in order to determine how well different 
districts are taking advantage of the pupil weighting system. 
Others have become concerned about the possible inflexi-
bility of weighting programs. Some contend that the develop-
ment of standardized weighting programs will create pressure 
for districts to spend only to the level of cost weighting in 
each educational need category·. Consequently, there will be no 
incentive to proviu0 efficient programs that cost less than 
weighting systems might recognize nor would districts provide 
educational programs that are more costly than weighting systems 
would allow. T\iO states, ·r.1innesota and Illinois, have begun 
to address themselves to this latter problem by raising the 
level of weightings as the concentration of high-need pupils 
within a district increases. 
Few states have revised their original weighting programs 
in a sweeping fashion. New York has added a weighting program 
for educationally disadvantaged pupils, and Minnesota has in-
creased the level of its weighting for Title I pupils. Florida 
is presently considering reducing its weighting for vocational 
pupils since the state already funds a·large share of vocational 
costs through its complete assumption of capital construction 
programs. 
In summary, the pupil weighting schemes are suitable devices 
for fiscal redistribution in a school aid formula. Yet these 
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schemes require a high level of administrative oversight so that 
districts will be able to participate equally in the weighting 
program on an equal footing. 
New Measures of Local Fiscal Ability: 
All three reform proposals contain new measures of J,.ocal 
fiscal capacity. The MTA and Board of Education bill advocate 
a per capita property value measure of lo.cal fiscal capacity 
while the Boston Coalition bill adjusts the per capita property 
value measure by the relative per capita income of the local 
conununity. 
States nave generally been changing their methods of 
computing local fiscal capacity, generally along the lines pro-
posed in all three bills. These changes have essentially taken 
two forms. First, several have mov~d to count income as well 
as property wealth as p.art of local taxable capacity. Doth 
Kansa and Iowa measure local wealth as a composite of property 
values and income while Virginia ~ncludes property wealth, 
income and retail sales in its computation of relative local 
fiscal ability.Rhode Island adjusts its local fiscal ability 
measure by the median family income in the district. All these 
changes, similar to the change in the Boston bill, have been 
made on the grounds that relative property values alone do not 
always reflect the local wealth of a community. 
Secondly, states have been changing the standard by which 
relative wealth is judged. Most states until recently measured 
local wealth in terms of full value of pr6perty per pupil in 




their pupil counts on average daily membership (ADM) rather than 
average daily attendance. In short, most states are moving away 
from simple pupil counts as the unit of local wealth measure-
ment and several are considering or have incorporated per 
capita wealth measures in their aid formulas. All three 
Massachusetts bills compute fiscal ability on a per capita 
basis in an effort to determine the over-all fiscal ability 
of each district. In short, all are sensitive to the diffi-
cuI ties of measuring the local wealth of a community and the 
need to adjust wealth measurements in light of other circum-
stances (i.e. residential poverty or high tax effort) that 
affect the amount of actual fiscal capacity in a locality. 
Another sort of fiscal capacity adjustment occurs in 
Hichigan, where' a community's aid ratio is adjusted by there-
lative total tax rate of a city or town. This component, 
similar to the one contained in the MTA bill, channels additional 
funds to "municipally-overburdened" Detroit. 
Save-Harmless Provisions: 
All three bills have save-harmless provisions which 
guarantee that no local community will lose aid under the new 
finance plan. Five of the 14 states that have substantially 
revised their school finance systems since 1971 did not have 
save-harmless provisions in their aid programs. Kansas, in 
particular, reduced aid payments substantially in many rural 
districts though it eased these reductions by giving each district 
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a share of state income tax proceeds. In several other states 
that did not have save-harmless provisions -- Montana, North 
Dakota, and Utah -- the levelling up of aggregate state aid 
payments meant that virtually all di"stricts in the state re-
ceived increased aid. Hence the lack of save-harmless provisions 
in these states had no practical effect on local school district 
finances. 
Most reform states have been concerned about the impact 
of their finance revisions on wealthier districts. Flat grant 
or minimum aid payments were continued in California and Colorado 
though the Serrano decision in California ruled those grants 
unconstitutional. Michigan and Maine phased in school tax 
mandates for wealthier communities receiving state aid. More-
oever, most reform states still permit local communities to raise 
unequalized revenues from local taxation "over and above the re-
imbursable expenditure levels of state aid programs. Only 
Maine, Montana, Utah, and Wisconsin "recapture" excess local 
school tax revenues from wealthier local communities. 
In sum, most reforms have not yet reduced absolute aid in 
wealthier communities though court rulings in some states" 
(California and New Jersey) and fiscal pressures in others may 
make states reconsider whether they can afford to retain save-
harmless provisions in their aid reforms. 
Power Equalizing Aid for Communities with Above-Average School 
Tax Effort: 
Another major component is the Board of Education's 
"guaranteed yield" add-on. Where this type of equalization 
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plan has been employed, it has met with varied success. In 
Maine, this component of the equalization plan has aided many 
medium wealth conununities and added about $13 million to the 
costs of reform in that state in 1974-75. In Utah only ten of 
40 school districts in the state have voted an additional leeway 
program, and only one of these was poor enough to qualify for 
state assistance under this program. In Montana, on the 
other hand, virtually all of the districts in the state took 
advantage of this program; 20 percent of all equalizing state 
aid in l'lontana went to fund this add-on program. In Florida, 
a number of poor districts contended that they did not have the 
fiscal ability to make the additional "effort to qualify for 
add-on aid. This component has been dropped from Florida's 
system. 
Othe~Reforrq Elements Not Covered in the Massachusetts Bills: 
School finance reforms in other states exhibit several 
features not contained in any of the major revision proposals 
now before the Commission. 
First, none of the three proposals addresses the question 
of tax or budget limitations on local school districts. All 
of the reform states, however, had such proposals in their 
finance revisions. Florida, Maine, and New Mexico put absolute 
school tax rate limitations on their school districts. 
California, Colorado, and Kansas put variable expenditure linli-
tat ions on local school districts depending on their relative 
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wealth or their. enrollment size. Other states~- Montana 
and Wisconsin -- put expenditu~e limitations on local school 
district budget increases though Montana has since dropped this 
fiscal restriction due to inflationary pressures on local school 
districts. 
Many contend that school tax or budget limitations are 
necessary in order to provide local property tax relief in the 
course of state school finance reform. At the same time, 
many states have been: sensitive to inflationary L)ressures ,on 
local school districts and several, Colorado and Wisconsin, 
permit local districts to ~etition the ~tate to waivebudjet 
limitations. Host all other reform states h;,we. F)ermitted local 
districts to over-ride these fiscal limits Ly local r~fJrenda as 
, \ 
well. The property tax relief qq.estion, then, is o1\e that most 
'; .. " 
. 'maj'or reforms have addressed but which is not specifically 
, -
addressed in the three majpr school finance proposals now before , 
the Commission. 
Secondly, none of the three reform bills yet addresses 
, ', .. j .' 
the budgetary impact of" school finatd,e' reform on Massachusetts 
state government. Initial estimates are that all three bills 
may cost the state an additional $170-200 million. This will 
certainly require an increase in state taxes' since the state 
does 'not have surplus r.evenue from which to finance these new 
programs. Few states have enacted new reforms while facing fiscal 
deficits; the bulk of state reforms have been fin~nced from a 
combination of state revenue surpluses and federal revenue-
, .'c l • 
~ ·',-:-;,;i.:.'h.::'; 
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sharing proceeds. Consequently, all three bills might benefit 
from an analysis of how the incremental costs of achieving 
reform might be spread over a three-to-five year period. 
Conclusion: 
The three major school finance revisions now before the 
Commission all incorporate new school finance developments in 
other states. There is a clearer recognition of educational 
need in all three bills than in the present Chapter 70 formuia. 
New fiscal capacity measures which have met with acceptance in 
other states are being proposed as well as tax effort equaliza-
tionprograms that are in effect in other states. The revisions 
are also sensitive to their impaot on wealthier communities 
which in some cases may be offering high quality educational 
programs. 
On the other hand, none of the bills directly addres~s 
problem af local property tax relief whieh is pressing one in 
many Massachusetts communities. Nor do the bills answer the 
question of how they might be phased in over time given the 
state's current budgetary problems. 
In light of these observations, there is considerable need 
for further study of these bills and school finance reform in 
general. Attention neeq.s to be given to adjustments in the 
three formulas, including the study of alternatives already 
underway. A number of questions, providing direction for future 
study, have been suggested by the Legislators' Education Action 
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Project report, as follows: 
--Can the state put the new Chapter 70 aid plans into effect 
inunediately since they will cost an additional$l68 
million in the first year? Should a fiscal phase-in 
of the reform bills be considered to ease the impact 
on the state budget? Should the legi~lature consider 
phasing-out the save-harmless guarantees contained in 
all the proposals? 
--Do the bills redistribute Chapter 70 monies in a manner 
deemed equitable by the General Gourt? Is new aid being 
directed to conununities with the greatest educational 
need and the least wealth available to support its schools? 
--How will the local conununities use their new Chapter 70 
aid? Will they u~e it to increase school outlays or reduce 
local school property taxes? Mlat sort of direction 
should the legislature give to this mat·tor? Is companion 
legislation for property tax circuit-breakers and rnunici-
pal revenue sharing sufficient to deal with the property 
tax relief question? 
--Are the new aid systems administratively manageable? 
How well can the pupil weighting systems under the three 
new proposals work as compared to the present categori-
calor formula programs now in effect for vocational, 
special, and bilingual education pupils? Are the new 
measures of local fiscal capacity adequate,given the 
many fiscal problems occurring with the new valuations 




. The Fiscal· Impact of the Three Bills 
As of this writing,. the Commission has co..mpleted a basic 
analysis of the fiscal effects of the three bills. Computer 
simulations of the three bills, provided by the Legislators' 
Education Action Project, have greatly assisted this effort. 
A full set of computations produced by the LEAP program is 
included in the appendix to this report - detailing the impact 
of each bill on school district aid ratios, pupil units, and aid 
receipts. 
'Before analyzing the impact of each bill on these components, 
it is possible to summarize the major effects of the three 
bills taken as complete entities. In brief, the bills have the 
following general effects: 
1. All three bills would result in a much more equiti-
able school finance syst~m than under present legisla-
tion. All three would increase state support for local 
schools where it is needed most -:--in the Commonwealth's 
urban centers, moderate-income suburbs, and low-income 
rural communities. The State Board and Teachers 
Association proposals provide a broader range of fiscal 
distribution than the Coalition proposal, while the 
latter concentrates greater aid on low to moderate 
income communities. 
2. Taken together, the wealth and educational 
need measures of the three major bills now before the 
General Court would greatly increase the amount of 
state aid received by almost all school districts. 
3. Assuming 1972-73 tax and expenditure levels, 
as well as 1972-73 pupil populations, the state revenue 
needed to fully fund the bills filed by the Board of 
Education, the Boston Coalition, and Teachers Association 
at 'the very least would range between $680 and $690 
million. It is readily apparent, however, that allow-
clnces for growth in school expenditures, taxes and 
enrollments since 1972-73 would require substantially 
more than $680 million to fund any of the bills. The 
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Boston Coalition bill would be the least expensive; 
the Board of Education's the next most expensive, and 
the Teachers Association bill the most expensive --
even though it has no provisions coverning aid to special 
education and bilingual programs. 
School District Sample: 
Analysis of the fiscal impact of the three bills is illus-
trated by a cross-sectional sample of twenty-two Massachusetts 
conununities. As background for subsequent analysis, Table IX 
provides basic fiscal data on each of the communities, thereby 
illustrating some of the inequities which currently exist 
among these districts. 
For example, one can note the differences in the school 
tax proportion between the cities and towns, revealing the degree 
of municipal overburden (or high non-school tax purden) in the 
former (c.f.: Chelsea). Additionally, one can see how the change 
to a per capita wealth measure makes cities and other densely 
populated communities appear poorer relative to the rest of 
the state. Thirdly, the table illustrates how a number of ex-
tremely high property wealth communities are poorer than the 
state in terms of personal income (c.f. Bourne, Falmouth). 
Finally, and most importantly, the table illustrates the 
range of inequity in the amount of per pupil revenue generated 
by each district's existing property value and school tax. As 
a group, the cities generate the least revenue per pupil, follow-
ed closely by the rural towns. 
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Table IX 
School District Sample 
Schl. 'fax 
as % of Tot 
Urban School Districts 
Pop. over 100 2 000 
Boston .527 .422 .905 '18.59 25% $ 393 
Worcester .761 .587 .945 22.39 42 681 
Springfield .628 .599 .871 16.76 77 422 
New Bedford .761 .641 .787 13.96 35 427 
Pop. under 100 1 000 
Chelsea .522 .410 l · 835 f 8.51 ,10 178 Campridge 1.660 .892 1.138 . 123.49 32 1565 
Lowell .581 .585 .835 114.67 45 350 
Newton 1.507 1.264 1.576 .21.25 50 1286 
, 1 
Suburban School Districts 
High Income 
Brookline 2.477 1.247 .1.794 ; 16.,70 33 r 1661 
Lexington 1.240 1.444 1.449, 22.45 ,59 ! . li17 
Longmeadow 1.157 1.505 1.793 120.53 65 I 950 Weston 1.913 2.448 2.238 :18.68 55 1329 
Moderate Income I ~ , , , I . , 
Dracut .536 .675 ' 8.73 ;25.41 80 ! 544 
Burlington 1.088 1.645 .931 ' ~ 24 . 88 59 
, 
'1082 ' I' t Amherst 1.366 .794 8'.16 ,21. 67 65 t 1189 \ Waltham 1. 336 1.168 .968 ·16.63 46 I 888 
r Rural School Districts 
i 
! Resort j 
Bourne 1.671 2.520 .783 9.08 53 I 609 
Falmouth 2.026' 2.864 .960 .12.90 52 ' I 1050 I Orleans 5.983 6.484 '1.390 6.34 43 1523 
I 
Non-Resort ) I 
.439 
! 561 Orange .527 .793 ! 31. 95 29 
Barre .582 .667 .881 .: 28.07 73 656 
Easthampton .858 .905 .957 ; 16.84 59 678 
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Aid Ratios: 
The most significant distributive effects of all three bills 
result from the aid ratio determined for each district by the 
bill's definitions of fiscal ability and state aid. As illustrated 
in Table X, the aid generated by the per capita wealth measures, 
and the 50% state aid level, results in substantial increases 
in almost all conununitics. 'J:'he per capita property valuation 
measure of local wealth used in the Board of Education and 
Teachers Association bills tends to produce a substantially 
higher aid ratio in urban, higher-income suburban, and non-resort 
rural districts than either the per pupil property valuation 
measure used in the current Chapter 70 formula-or in the com-
bined per capita property valuation/per capita income measure of 
local wealth proposed in the Boston Coalition bill. Thus these 
bills provide for a higher aid ratio in all cities, and in 
communities like Brookline, Longmeadow, . Orange and Barre. 
The combined measure of wealth use in the Boston Coalition 
bill , however, substantillly increas.es the-aid ratio of rural 
resort communities (Cape Cod), whereas thes·e communities receive 
no increase in the other two bills. In addition,- the bill 
increases the aid ratio of communities where personal income 
is lower, relative to the state average, than prope~ty values~ 
Thus. the bill provides for a greater aid ratio in communities 
like Burlington and Waltham. 
In essence then, the fiscal ability measures, when taken 
by themselves, result in a trade-off of benefits. The pure 
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Table X 
Aid Ratios in 1972-73, anq. 1975-76 for Seiected School Districts 
by Legislative Proposal and by City or Town Type* 
School District by Aid Ratio, Legis. Proposal 
City or Town Type 1972-73 BQard of Ed. Boston Coalit. Teachers Assn 
Urban School Districts 






















































































































lAid ratios computed using 1975-76 equalized property valuations 
as of January 1, 1975. 
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, 
1 property-value measure (Board and MTA) provides for a greater 
range of aid distribution, raising aid ratios in the needy 
cities and poor rural conununities. On the other hand they 
exclude a number of conununities from the aid formula (mostly 
Cape districts) and increase the aid ratios in wealthier suburban 
districts. The mixed measure (Boston), reduces the distributive 
range of aid and provides for less of an increase in the needy 
cities and rural districts. Yet it includes all but two 
conununities in the formula (Weston and Dover) and results in a 
less substantial aid-ratio increase in wealthy suburbs. 
An additional trade-off in the two measures needs mentioning. 
Per capita income data suffers from the fact that is is up-dated 
at best only every five years (as of the present) and thus it 
fails to reflect 'short-range econom:i c trends. Yet it provides 
aid distribution with a stability that is lacking in the pro-
perty measure because of controversy over property assessment 
procedures. 
Weighted Pupil Units: 
Differences in aid distribution caused by the aid ratios are in 
part countered by the differences in total weighted pupil units. 
As Table XI s~ows, all three bills yield a high level of 
educational need in school districts which undoubtedly face the 
grectest costs of education. This is particularly the case in 
the Boston Coalition bill. Under the Coalition plan, the number 






Estimated Weighted FTE Pupil Units in 1975-76 for 
Selected School Districts by Legislative Proposal and 
by City or Town Type* 
Legislative Proposal 
School District by Board 
City or Town T~Ee NAM of Education Boston Coalition Teachers As 
Urban School Districts 
Population over 1°°2°°0 
Boston 93,568 109,954 . ·129,926 10;2 ,694 
Worcester 28,660 81,151 . 3li, 643 30,803 
Springfield 30,393 34,611 39,037 33,2li5 
New Bedford 16,803 19,580 22,210 18,165 
Population under 100,000 
I Chelsea 4,75li 5,197 5,956 5,.079 Cambridge 9~759 I 11,433 13,043 10,700 Lowell 16,673 I 18,520 20,925 18,253 Newton 16,616 17,506 18,544 17 ,682 
~ 
Suburban School Districts \ " 
1 Hisah Income 1 
Brookline 7,267 i 7,304 7,841 7,454 1 Lexington 8,949 , 9,262 9,766 9,4pS 
Longmeadow 4,229 I 4,365 4,567 4,403 
Weston 2,796 ! 2,918 3,083 2,963 
Moderate Income 1 i 
I 1 Dracut 4,li33 4,852 5,173 .~ 4,849 Burlington 7,296 i 7,760 8.,215 I 8,10li Amherst 1,995 3,554 3,808 3,679 Waltham 11,301 12,629 13,532 I. 12,:039 





























1,747 1,895 I' 1,770 
'. 936 1,024 984 
I 2,724 2,943 2,778 
I· . 
Pupil units for 1975-76 do not include vocational and special education 
students enrolled in regional schools. They are also based on the 
Boston Coalition definition of "low-it,,:'chi1dren. Appropriate figures would 
result in some reduction of weighted units in the Board's bill, and 
possibly theM[.1A bill. MTA units do not include soecial and bi-linQ:ual 
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would approach 130,000, a number nearly 50 percentgreater.than 
its net average membership, while under the Board of Education 
and Teachers Association proposals, the number of weighted 
full-time equivalent pupils would be less than 110,000. The 
number of weighted pupils under the Teachers ~ssociation proposal, 
however, would eventually approach the number under the Boston 
Coalition because of its phase-in of higher weights for low-
income pupils and because of its inclusion of weights for 
educational disadvantagement currently unmeasured. 
In comparing pupil unit data, three qualifications should 
be kept in mind. Low-income pupilS in each district were 
tabulated using the Boston Coalition definition and available 
Title I figures - thus somewhat overstating the· unit figures 
of the Board and Teachers bills.' Secondly, the numbers in the 
MTA bill do not include special and bi-lingual education pupils, 
thus understating MTA totals. And finally, regional vocational 
and special education pupils· are not included in each district's 
totals. 
Total Aid Receipts and Property Tax Relief: 
When all components are included in .. the computations, the 
total dollar figures illustrated in Table XII result. As can 
be seen in the table, the cities show the the greatest percentage 
increase in aid, ranging from· 50% for t-Jorcester in the Boston 
bill to 590% for Cambridge in the Teachers Association bill. 
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Table XII 
Aid Receipts per NAM in 1975-76 Assuming 1972-73 ExpendituX'e Levels 
. for Selected School Districts by Legislative Proposal, 
Wealth and City or Town Type 
School District by 
City or Town Type 
Urban School Districts 































Board of Boston Teachers 
Education Coalition' Assn. 
(Figures in brackets indicate 




















































839 (129) .\' 
649 (296). 
788. (99) ! 






























































Wealthier suburban districts show for less increase, with the 
exception of densely populated Brookline. Remaining communities 
range widely in percentage increases, from zero.increase 
registered by Cape towns under the Board's bill to the 371% 
increase registered by Amherst under the HTA plan. 
Clearly, many communities will receive tremendous increases 
in state aid under eachof the three bills. This influx of new 
money would allow for a substantial decrease in local school 
property taxes - ranging from zero decrease in the towns not 
receiving increased aid, to a potential elimination of the 
school tax in some communities. According to the .LEAP calcula-
tions, a typical school· district could use its additional state 
aid to cut property taxes by about 3 mills - a rate reduction 
that would bring about $160 a year in tax relief to the owner 
of a $20,000 market value house, about $320 a year to the owner 
of a $40,000 house, and about $480 a year to the owner of a 
$60,000 house. 
At the same time, this new aid poses additional problems 
which the Commission has not examined as of yet. Briefly, 
these are: 
1. Should the state direct a proportion of aid 
to property tax relief, and if so how? 
2. What can, or should, the state do to insure 
an equitable distribution of tax cuts within a given 
community? 
3. What effect on local school expenditures would 
a windfall of new aid be likely to have? 
4. What would be the consequences of a phase-in 
of state aid, and how might this be accomplished equitably? 
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Analysis of Distributive Effects: 
Basic distributive differences in the three bills can be 
di~cerned in two ways: 1.) by an examination of the types of 
districts receiving the most aid and the least aid in each of 
the bills, and 2.) by analysis of overall distributive patterns 
of each bill. 
As illustrated in Table X~I~, all three bills concentrate 
the greatest amount of aid in the urban Cf;:nters. This tendency 
is somewhat less pronounced in the 'l'eachers Association bi 11; 
du~ in part to the reimbursement format of state aid contained 
in that bill. 
Also as illustrated ~n the table, the most glaring differences 
emerge in the districts designated for leQ,st. aid by each bill, 
reflecting the different methodE; of computing local fiscal 
ability. The proper.ty value measure in the: I30aru and Te·achers 
bills allocates the least aid (i.e.·no increase) to Cape and 
resort communities, while the Boston Coalition bill appropriates 
the lowest amount of aiel to wealthy suburbanconununi ties. 
This distinction,. reflect:inq the impact. of the per capita 
income measure, presents a.n inlportant policy consideration for 
the Commission and the General Court, namely: should the least . 
. aid be directed to communi ties "Those penwll('ll i. ncome .lis h.i<jhest 
in the state, or to communities whOSE! pro:>erty base is the 
highest in the state? . Although, property wealth has traditionally 
been used in determining aid, two factors might be considered 
in resolv~ng this d,ilemnO"-. 
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Table XIII 
Aid Receipts per NAM in 1975-76 Assuming 1972-73 Expenditure Levels 
for Districts Receiving Highest, Lowest, and Median 
Aid by Legislative Proposal 
Ten Districts Legislative Proposal 
Receiving Most 
Aid Eer PUEil Board of Education Boston Coalition Teachers Association 
1- Harvard ** $1009 Boston $900 Boston $1080 
2. Boston 1003 Winchendon** 875 Harvard ** 936 
3. Winchendon** 963 Chelsea 839 Somerville 932 
4. Chelsea 920 New Bedford 826 Chelsea 883 
5. Somerville 862 Harvard** 820 Worcester 865 
6. Fall River 856 Fall River 813 Milford 841 
7. Springfield 843 Somerville 793 New Bedford 801 
8. Lynn 840 Springfield 790 Lynn 801 
9. New Bedford 835 Lynn 789 Amherst 794 
10. Lowell 833 Lowell 788 Cambridge 777 
Ten Districts 
Receiving Median 
Level Aid per Pupil 
171 Saugus $456 Danvers ·$502 Woburn . ~·$414 
172 Holliston 455 Conway 502 Ashland 473 
173 Foxborough 455 Avon 502 Easton 473 
174 Danvers 443 Arlington 499 Groton 469 
175 W. Springfield 442 Hubbardston 498 Douglas 469 
176 Reading 440 Saugus 495 Wilbraham 467 
177 W. Boylston 435 Wakefield 494 Stoughton 459 
178 Charlton 434 W. Springfield494 Re.ading 459 
179 Southwick 431 Leyden .494 Saugus 457 
180 Brookline 430 New Salem 493 Ashburnham 457 
Ten Districts 
Receiving Least 
Aid Eer PUEil· 
342 Somerest $87 Duxbury $194 .Spmerset $83 
343 Plainfield 87 IvJanchester 192 Goshen 83 
344 Sandwich 84 Marblehead 191 Yarmouth 81 . 
345 Goshen 84 Longmeadow 184 Oak Bluffs 80 
346 Mt.Washington 83 Wellesley 179 Nantucket 72 
347 Nantucket 68 Concord 178 .Duxbury 71 
348 Stockbridge 65 Westwood 173 Stockbridge 69 
349 New Marlborough 62 Orleans 159 New Marlborough 66 
350 W. Tisbury 60 Dover .162 W. Tisbury 63 
351 . Chilmark 0 Weston 137 Chilmark 0 
* MTA figures do not include special and bilingual education. Aid to districts like Harvard and Winchendon is artificially high, since 
NAM totals do not include pupils in regional vocational and special 
education programs. 
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In the first place, one can compare average school tax 
payments as a function of income in both district groupings. 
This measure accounts for differences in both property values 
and personal income. According to this calculation, the average 
household in the ten lowest aid districts pays the following 
proportion of personal income in school taxes: 
Table XIV: Tax Payments as a Proportion of Income 
Ten Lowest Aid uistricts* 
(according to:) 








Tax payment as 
% of Family Income 
7.5% 
11.3% 
*computations for .the Board bills are based on the lowest 
ten aid communities, ~h~+~ .. ' the appropriate data was available. 
Thus, residents of the suburban towns pay a somewhat higher 
school tax than those in resort communities. Yet their tax 
payments are a significantly lower percentage of available 
personal income. Further analysis is needed for the Commission 
to be able to recommend a resolution of this issue. Such 
analysis must bear in mind the correlation*.between the follow-
ing independent variables and total per pupil expenditures~ 
Table XV: Factors Related To Per Pupil Expenditures 
Independent Variables 
Per Capita Income 
Hedian Years of Schooling 
'I'ax Rate 
Equ. Valuation per SAC 
Equ. Valuation per Cap. 
Correlation with 






*correlation coefficients are based on an 18-district sample 
of Massachusetts communities. 
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Work of this nature is p~oceeding as t.he Commission studies 
possible adjustments in the formulae, in addition to alternate 
formulae (se~ Appendix). 
" 
The second consideration in weighin, the merits of the 
two fiscal ability measures is related 'tothe amount of aid 
distributed to groups of districts. Tables XVI and Table XVII 
illustrated the impact of both measures. As can be seen in 
these tables, the use of per capita income increases the aid 
amounts to all middle-range communities - as measured by pro-
perty value and income level. It also increases aid to low-
:income areas, but allocates ~ aid to low property - wealth 
communities. Finally, as we have seen, the income measure 
provides ~ aid to high income communities. 
These tendencies result in a distribution pattern illustrated 
in the graphs designated as Chart I and Chart II.· According 
to these charts, the pe·r capita measure causes a narrower distri-
bution of aid in the Boston bill than in either of the two bills 
Less aid is allocated to the "poorest" districts (as defined by 
the bill), more aid to the "\'lealthiest" districts (so defined), 
and more aid to middle-level districts. 
Guaranteed Yield: 
Fina·l'ly-, the guaranteed yield compoJ:1ent in the Board of 
Education proposal results in modest aid increases in. a variety 
of districts, most notably those in the moderate to slightly-
wealthier-than-average districts. Also, according to the 
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Table XVI. 
Aid Receipts per NAM in 1975-76 Assuming 1972-73 Expenditure Levels 
tor Selected School Districts by Legislative Proposal 
and by 1~75-76 Per Capita Property Wealth Percentile 
School District by Equalized Property Legislative ProEosal 
Teachers* Per Capita Property Valuation Per Board of Boston 
Wealth Percentile CaEita 1975-76 Education Coalition Assn. 
Percentiles 1-2 (low) 
Ch~lsea $3,948 $920 $839 $883 
Boston . 4,056 1,003 900 1,080 
Harvard 4,245 1,009 820 936 
Orange 5,079 823 746 717 
Fall River 5,211 856 813 698 
Somerville 5,238 662 793 932 
Athol 5,579 803 701 705 
Petcentiles 49-51 
Great Barrington 11,052 . 424 . 485 500 
Rowley 11,184 478 528 505 
Waltham ll~245 492 543 531 
Millis 11,256 460 489 448 
Gloucester 11,306 484 553 526 
Saugus 11,318 456 495 457 
West Newbury 11,358 492 514 531 
Holliston 11,360 455 466 530 
Walpole 11,433 463 485 543 
Ashland 11,484 469 517 473 
Halifax 11,507 402 542 403 
Percentiles 98':"100 (high) 
Orleans 61,408 131 159 120 
Gay Head 61,864 173 289 183 
Mt. Washington 67,308 83 .279 88 
Truro 68,152 106 280 112 
Edgartown 70,830 127 304 92 
Mashpee 89,053 125 294 132 
Rowe 411,191 131 299 137 
* Aid receipts under Teachers Association proposal do not include aid 
receipts for special education. 
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Table XVII 
Aid Receipts per NAM in 1975-76 Assuming 1972-73 Expenditure Levels 
for Selected School Districts by Legislative Proposal 
and by 1969 Per Capita Income Percentile 
School District by Per Capita Legislative ProEosal 
Per Capita Income Income, 
Percentile 1969 Board of Ed. Boston Coalition Teachers.Assn. 
Percentiles 1 - 2 (low) 
Belchertown $2,327 - $701 $729 $572 
Salisbury 2,547 164 468 152 
Templeton 2,585 759 706 714 
Bleckstone 2,645 724 687 642 
Wareham 2,671 102 345 91 -
Fall River 2,676 856 813 698 
Monson 2,676 706 685 638 
Percentiles 49- 51 
Egremont 3,191 94 268 99 
Florida 3.191 279 279 257 
Hancock 3,191 261- 387 273 
Hinsdale 3,191 310 436 391 
Monterey 3,191 112 241 119 
Mt. Washington 3,191 83 279 88 
New Ashford 3,191 110 297 116 
New Marlborough 3,191 62 240 66 
Peru 3,191 136 276 145 
Sandisfield 3,191 162 313 160 
Savoy 3,191 137 278 145 
Percentiles 98 - 100 (high) 
Newton 5,398 398 310 475 
Lincoln 5,569 260 226 332 
Wellesley 5,980 205 179 211 
Brookline 6,144 430 272 519 
LDngmeadow 6,157 271 184 323 
Dover 7 ,4311 162 162 150 
Weston 7,685 137 137 - 109 
" 
(30-35 towns) 
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LEAP estimates, illustrated in Table XVIII, Boston would 
qualify for $2.3 million in additional aid, although other 






DPE Add-On and Total Aid Receipts in 1975-76 Under 
Board of Education Proposal for a 33 Percent 









































































































































This Interim Report is essentially a working document, pre-
pared as the Commission continues its on-going study of school 
finance reform and equal educational opportunity as ,charged by 
the General Court. As such, it includes an overview of the Com-
mission's charge and work to date, a description of the most 
striking educational and fiscal inequities in Massachusetts, and 
an in-depth analysis of the three reform bills. 
As indicated in the introductory section, considerable ad-
ditional study is needed ~ both in school finance reform per se 
and in other critical equal educational opportunity areas. The 
Commission hopes to continue its work unabated in this important 
task, and plans to continue to draw on the expertise and 'insights 
of many involved in these issues. To assist in this effort, and 
to enhance the vitally important sharing of ideas and information 
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I. Alternative Formulae: 
HOW THE CHAPTER 70 FORMULA WORKS 
All school expenses are considered "reimbursable" except 
vocational education costs, construction costs, transportation 
costs and certain other costs which are reimbursed through 
other schemes. Before a town sUbmits its application for 
reimbursement, it must subtract those costs plus any revenue 
from other sources. 
A percen.tage of "reimbursable expenditures" for a city 
or town is reimbursed by tne Comrr.omlealth. This percentage 
is found by multiplying the average taxable property valuation 
per pupil in a town divided by the average taxable property 
valuation per pupil through the state tines 65%, then sub-
tracting this percentage figure from 100%. Thus, if a town's 
taxable property per school attending child is greater than 
the averase throu[h the state, the figure subtracted from 100% 
will be greater than 65% and the percentage of reimbursable 
expendi tures to be reimbursed by the Cornr:;om:ealth \':ill be 
smaller. This is the equalizing core of the present formula. 
A maximum of 75% and a minimum of 15~ forn the boundaries within 
which this formula is carried out. Another di~ension of this 
formula provides that if a town claims over 110% of the average 
reimbursable expenditures per child, .it will not be reimbursed 
for costs greater tnan 110%. Similarly, if a town claims less 
than 80% of the average reimbursable expenditures per child 
the formula treats that town as if it claimed 80%. 
1. 100% - 65% X Town's avera~e nroDertv valuation Der school child 
State's avera~e property valuation per schoolchild 
= TOWN'S SCHOOL AID PERCENTAGE 
2. Town's school ~d percent is never greater than 75% or less 
than 15%. 
3. School aid percentage is applied to reimbursable expenditures 
up to or equal to 110% of the state average, and to no less 
than 80% of the state averaGe. 
4. No town can receive less than l15~ ·of money they received 
under old formula in 1965. 
5. One further di~ension to keep in mind is that this for~ula 
atterr.pts to include a munici~al overc,urden factor by usin~. 
the entir~ s~hool age pODulation of a town infiEurin~ the 
valuation per pupil rather t~an limiting the definition to 
those attending public scheol. As private schools close, 
this method of providing more r.'.oney to cities loses 
effectiveness, thus some more le[.iti~ate municipal over-
burden factor should be sought as part of any new or revised 
school aid formula. 
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SCHOOL FINANCE BILLS I 1975: CHANGING TIiE SCHOOL-AID FOHfJlULA. 
Three billEl, f'lummarized below, have been filed thus far 
to make significant changer, in the current formula for di~tri­
buting Bchool aid (Chapter 70). The NTA bill makes major 
changes in Chapter 70, while maintaining the basic form of 
the current law. Both the Department of Education and 
Boston Coalition bills combine the funding now provided by 
Chapters 70, 69 and 71 (Special Education),74 (Vocational 
Education), and 71A (Bilingual Education) in one composite 
program. 
1. The Mass. Teachers' Associatiop Bill (Ci423) makes the 
following major changes in Chapter 70: 
a. increases the state aid percentage from 12& to 
.2Q!. in 1975, with increases to a level of ~ 
in 1981. . 
b. changes the valuation percentage (measuring fiscal 
capacity) from equalization per pupil to e.,gualized 
valuation ~ ~pita --thus making densely populated 
(urban) areas eligible for more aid. In 1977, the 
valuation percentage will include a measure of 
the local tax rate effort --an a~ditional aid 
to those communities burdened with .a heavy over-
all tax rate. . 
c. broadens "reimbursable expenditures" to include 
vocational, industrial, agricultural, and nurse 
training programs. . 
d. includes additional funding for low-income pupils 
and "students with critical deficiencies· in basic 
learning skills" (two years or more below state 
norm in reading and/or math). 
e. pupils in different programs are given different 
weights (see below, under computations). 
r The Department of Education Bill (HI28) and the Boston 
gOalItion Bill TH3b28) both make an additional signifioant 
change, differing from the MTA Bill: namely they switch 
to ourrent-year funding instead of reimbursements. Both 
use a foundation level of funding per pupil (weighted), 
based on the average per pupil expenditure state-wide. 
2. The Department bill makes the following changes in the 
Chapter 70 formula: 
a. inoreases the state aid percentage from 12& to ~. 
b. changes the valuation percentage from equalized 
valuation per pupil to equalized valuation per 
oapita • 
• Prepared by Edward Morgan 
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Department Bill (continued): 
c. incorporates all school funding (minus transportation, 
construction, etc.) in one formula, and therefore: 
d. assigns weights for full-time-equivalent pupils in 
a variety of programs, including regular day, 
special, vocational, bi-lingual, and: 
~. assigns an additional weight to low-income children. (see computations below) . 
f. provides all state funding on a current-year rather 
than reimbursable basis (quarterly payments) •. Basis 
for foundation level funding is average state per-
pupil-expenditure. 
g. inoludes additional incentive program (llguaranteed 
yield ll ) which, guarantees additional state funds to 
those communities with grea~than-average tax rates. 
Using a power-equalizing approach, the guaranteed 
yield section of the bill assures all communities 
an output of $45/pupil for each additional "excess 
tax rate" dollar up to a limit of 4 mills. 
3. The· Boston Coalition Bill makes the following changes in the 
Chapter 70 formula: 
a. increases the state aid percentage from J2& to 2Q!. 
b. changes the valuation percentage from equalized valuation 
per pupil to equalized valuation per capita. For its 
fiscal capacity index, the bill uses an average of EV/ 
capita (local:state) and Rersonal income per capita (local:state). . 
o. like the Dept. bill, incorporates all funding in on 
formula, and: 
d. assigns weights for full-time equivalent pupils in 
a variety of programs, including regular day, 
special, vocational, and bi-lingual, and: 
e. assigns. an additional weight to low-income children 
(s~e computations below). 
f. provides all state funding on a current-year rather 
than reimbursable basis (quarterly payments). Basis 
for foundation level funding is average state per-
pupil-expenditure. 
Both the Department and Boston Coalition Bills include a 
save-harmless ("grandfather") olause, whereby no community 
can receive less state aid than it currently gets. 
(The Boston Coalition also filed a bill to provide d~reot state ai4 
to distriots with more than 10% low-inoome students) 
.-.... " .. -:-.~. '" 
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Pupil Weights: 
All three bills inolude weighted measures for pupils in 
oertain programs --refleoting higher oosts for some programs, 
and additional inoentives for others. 
MTA . DEPT. BOSTON 
Regular day (K-3) 1.2 1.0 1.2 
Half-day kinder~arten .6 • .5 .6 
Regular day (4- ) 1.2 1.0 1.0 
Regular day (1..,. ... ) 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Speoial Ed. (partially integrated) -* 2.5 2.5 
Speoial Ed. (substantlallr separate)-* 3.5 3.5 
Speoial Ed. (day programs -* 5.0 4.5 
Speoial Ed. (residential programs) -* 6.0 5 • .5 
Vooational Ed. 1.7 (speoifio oooupational training) 2.0 2.0 (oareer development program) 1.4 l.~ (oareer awareness program) 1.1 
Bilingual Eduoation programs 
-* 1.4 1.4 
Added low-inoome welght** .1 to .2 .5 
• 5 ('79) 
"Critioal defioienoy" 1.25 ('77) -
*Continues to be funded under s.parate Chapters (69,71,71A) 
**"Low .. inoome·is defined as. follows: 
MTA Bill: publio sohool ohildren from families in bottom 10% inoome. 
Dept. Bill: pupil whose family is beloW Federal poverty, \Ising 
definition in Title I of ESEA, amended 
Boston Bill: number of ohildren (SAC) whose families are below 
poverty level, using definition in Title I of ESEA, 
not amended. 
ComputationEI : 
To oompute the amount of state aid eaoh oity or town will 
reoeive, tabulate as follows: 
MTA Bill: 1.:.00 ..... S(EV oata looal) X Total Pupil Weights (EV oapita state) 
X Total Reimbursable expenditures (up to 110,% of 
state average, and fixed at 80%, if aotually 
lower) 
Dept. Bill: 1:00 - .5 (EV oa ita looal X Total Pupil Weights (EV oapita state 
X state average expenditure for previous year (plus guaranteed yield, if applicable) 
Boston Bill:rt(l:OO - .5(EV oa i a looal) L- (EV oapita state) 
100a~1l X Total pupil weights X 
state.2.J 
Special Commission on -77-, School Finance 
Unequal Educational Opportunity 
REF*: An Alternative Formula for State Aid 
The resources-equalization formula has been developed on the 
basis of the following criteria: 
1). The cost of equalizing educational opportunity through 
school finance reform shall be as close as possible to the current 
cost of state aid (since the Commortwealth's fiscal conditi6n is so 
critical). 
2). An equal educational opportunity shall be defin~d in fiscal 
terms as on~ in which the total revenue (state and local)for educati6n 
in each district shall approxim~te the state average for full time 
equivalent pupils. 
3). Top priority shall be given to raising all cities and towns to 
the state-average by means of state aid. {EQUALIZATION) . 
4). Second priority shall be given ~o reducing the loc~l property 
tax burden in financing education. (PROPERTY TAX RELIEF -- INCREASED 
STATE CONTRIBUTION) -
5). Third priority shall be given to minimizing the disruption 
of existing state aid received by cities and towns. 
6). Fiscal ability of cities and towns shall reflect both the 
tax base (equalized valuation per capita) and the ability to pay 
(per capita income) --the weight of each to be determined: 
These considerations resulted in tne following formula: 
AID RATIO == 1.33 - (2/3 EV/Cap.Local + 1/3 Ine./Cap. Local)** . 
(EV/Cap.State Inc.ICap. State) X ••• 
No aid shall exceed the state average y or shall be less than 
.165 times the state average per full time equivalent. 
The effect of the formula is that a town ofc averas;e fiscal ability. 
will receive 33% state aid. 
Except for the eo~t of maintaining the floor in state aid, the 
formula redistributes funds currently appropriated (assuming full 
funding) • 
*REF = "Resource Equalization Formula 
**If the aid ratio according to the formula is zero or less, the following' 




























































* REF = Resource Equalization 






























































BOSTON COALITION LOW-INCOME SCHOOL ~ ~ (H3458) 
Purpose: To achieve equal educational Filed by: Representatives: 
opportunity by providing categorical Daly 
state aid for programs in needy 
areas. These shall be designed 
to enhance reading and mathematical 
skills of all school children designated 






District Qualification for State Aid: 
A district will qualify for state aid whose perc~ntage of 
school attending children defined as low-income (according to Title 
I of ESEA, 1965) equals ten or more. 
Low-Income children in population 
Net Average Membership 
Student Eligibili tx ~ Programs:. 
= 10% or more 
Any child in any school within .an eligible district who is 
deemed to be "educational disadvantaged" (working below grade expectations, 
as determined by the school following guidelines established by the 
Commissioner) shall be eligible. (Eligible children need not be low-income.) 
Allocation of Funds: 
Each district shall receive a proportion of state aid equal to 
its proportion of low-income children. Each school within qualifying 
districts shall receive an allocation equal to its proportion of district 
low-income children. Individual schools may combine and establish 
cooperative programs. 
District Share = District Low-Income Children 
State Low-Income Children X Total Revenue 
School Share = School Low-Income Children 
District Low-Income Children X Tot~l District Share 
Accountability: 
Programs are to be designed to meet the needs of the "most 
educationally disadvantaged" children. They shall emphasize, the 
improvement of reading and mathematical skills. Programs will be 
established by "school councils" (Including a parent majority) in 
conjunction with local school district officials and the Commissioner 
of Education. Programs shall be evaluated for their effectiveness 
at least bi-annually by the Councils, following guidelines established 
by the Commissioner. 
(Submitted by T. Morgan) 
.. ' . \ .. -~ .. , 
>,'~[f","" •. "3."~ 
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BOSTON COALITION LOW-INCOME AID BILL '( 3628) 
School Aid Distribution , 
District % - Low- # - Low- $ - aid, 
Income Income at $350/pupi1 
Cities 
Boston 51.1% 47,782 $16,723,700 
Chelsea 35.2 1643 575,050 
Cambridge 32.0 3119 1,091,650 
New Bedford 31.6 5306 ' 1,857,100 
Lowell 29.8 4712 1,649,200 
Springfield 30.1 9155 3,204,250 
Lynn 29.7 4488 1,570,800 
Somerville 28.8 3857 1,349,950 
Fall River 27.0 38,90 1,361,500 
Holyoke 26.6 2376 831,600 
~'Vorcester 21. 3 6100 2,135,000 
Towns & Small Cities 
Haverhill 18.6% 1682 $ 588,700 
Everett 18.4 1284 449,440 
p .... ockton 17.2 3396 1,188,600 
lem 17.2 1276 446,600 
Revere 16.2 1185 414,750 
Malden 15.2 1566 548,100 
Hull 15.2 955 159,250 
Pittsfield 12.0 1441 509,350 
CaEe and Coastal Towns 
Wareham 19.2% 616 $ 215,600 
Mashpee 16.7 68 23,800 
Newburyport 16.2 558 195,300 
Gloucester 15.7 927 324,450 
Falmouth 14.3 735 257,250 
Bourne 13.8 466 163,100 
Dennis 13.7 165 57,750 
Rural Towns 
Goshen 18.7% 20 $ 7000 
Winchendon 16.8 280 98,000 
Montague i5.6 285 99,750 
Greenfield 11. 4 408 142,800 
Easthampton 11. 4 296 103,600 
, 
" 168,051 46,472,300 * S ... ATE 14.1 $ 






BACKGROUND DATA FOR MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL DISTRICTS 
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Financial and tax data for Massachusetts school districts are presented in this bulletin.. The data for 
regional school districts as found in Columns 1-10 were obtained by summing the appropriate data for each 
member town in the district before performing the necessary calculations. 
Financial and tax data are for the new fiscal year, 1974":1975. In some cases, the tax data' provided in 
Columns 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are for the 1973 calendar year. Where 1973 tax data were used, an aster.isk (*) is 
placed before the name of the city, town, or regional school district involved. School tax data for' tbwns· 
whose school tax rates alone were unavi1able at the time of publication are estimated figures denoted with this 
symbol: (e). 
City and town school districts are listed in alphabetical order, followed by regional school districts~ No 
data are provided for towns who do not operate schools. 
We appreciate the cooperation received from the Department of Corporations and Taxation, the local assessors, 
and the Department of Education in supplying us with much of the required data. 
Column 1. 
Column 2. 
Col umn 3. 
Column 4. 
Column 5. 
EXPLANATION OF COLUMN HEADINGS 
Population, 1970 federal census. 
The "1974-75 Equalized Valuation Per Child" is simi1~r to the "Equalized Valuation Per SAC" used 
by the Department of Education in computing the state aid entitlements for each city and town. 
It was detennined by dividin~ the 1974 equalized property valuation of the city' or town as fixed 
by the State Tax Commission (as of December 1, 1974) by the number of school-attending children as 
reported by the superintendents of school s. 
Percent the December 31, 1972 general net debt is of the 1972 equalized valuations. The general 
net debt does not include debts for municipal water works, lighting plants, etc., since these are 
self-liquidating debts. The December 31, 1973 debt was not available as of November 26,1974. 
Official tax rate per $1,000 for the twelve-month period of the new fiscal year, July 1,1974 
through June 30, 1975. 
The "Equalized Tax Rate" is approximately what the 1974-75 "Official Tax Rate" would have been 











,Local property taxes, 1974-75 fiscal year divided by 1970 population. 
Local tax per $1,000 for p'ub1ic schools, new fiscal year1974-i5, as determined by local assessors 
for the twelve-month period July 1, 1974 through June 30, 1975. 
The "Equalized School Tax Rate". is approximately what the new fiscal year "Official School Tax 
Rate" would have been if it had been based on the 1974 equalized valuation rather than the 1974 
assessed valuation. 
Percent the school tax rate if of the new fiscal year total tax rate. 
., 
Column 10. - The percent of the school-attending children that were in public school membership, 1972-73. The 
percent was calculated from data used by the Department of Education in computing state aid 
entitlements. 
Column 11. The actual 1972-73 current expenditures per pupil in net average membership K through 12. The 
expenditures inciude those made by the school cOlTlllitteeand those made by the city or town for 
services to public schools in the areas of administration, instruction, other school services, 
operation and maintenance of plant, a,nd fixed charges. The per pupil cost figure used is the 
most recent available from the Massachusetts Department of Education, that for the school year 
July 1, 1972 through June 30, 1973. . 
.. ~..".~.~ 
-1-
-2- -3- -4- -5-
-6- -1- -8- -9- -10- -11-
1910 1914&1) 1912 1914 TAX RATE 1914 1974 SCH TAX' RATE PU8LIC SCHOOLS 1912-13 
POPU EQUAL. PERCENT OFFI- fQUAL- TAXES OFF 1- EQUAL- PER CE~T PER CENT PER 
lATION VAL PER OF CIAL IlED PE~ ClAL UEO OF TAXES Of CHILD PUPIL 
CHILO DEaT CAP. FOR IN COST 
AR[NGTOel 12,334 29,964 1.50 59.50 32.13 292 3S.39 20.13 65 sa." 93:0:--~ 
ACTO"'l 14,170 43,942 1.41 53.20 30.S6 41S 34.18 -20.11 65 93 1,-0.79-- -
AClJSHNET 1,161 36,211 3.22 . lS0.00 21.60 241 104.98 12 .. 60 56 69 191 
AGAWA~ 21,717 42,192 2.90 46.00 33.12 361 25.58 lS':42 56 90 816 
AMESl'URY 1l,388 31,577 4.66 58.50 44.46 380 31.31 28.36 64 83 869 
AMHERST 26,311 55,424 l.ll 40.50 33.~1 255 26.43 21.61 65 96 951 
ANDOVFR 23,695 48,021 2.90 53.00 34.96 518 30.03 19.82 57 87 1,111 
ARLl NGTON 53,524 48,128 .30 61.20 46.31 "9 35~10 24.63 53 86 1,104 
ASHRUR.NHA~ 3,484 35,461 1.92 69.00 31.05 3~2 49.68 22.36' 12 99., 820 
ASHF I ElO 1,214 10,144 .00 24.00 lS.00 2U, 11.04 12.16 1l 100 949 ASHLAND S,S82 40,524 2.28 SO .• 50 31.61 395 43.80 18.40 54 96 1,015 
ATHOL 11,185 24,831 1.0S 144.00 31.44 2U 14.52 19.38 52 96 750 
ATTLEROROUGH 32,901 34, S52 5.68 60.00 40.1111 341 32.00 21.16 53 94 1,062 
AUBUR~ 15,341 40,855 4.23 39.00 35.88 371 23.06 21~23 59 99. 1,020 
AVON 
-5,295 40,230 1.92 51.50 34.51 414 32~96 22.08 64 84 1,216 
AYER 1,393 11,036 .98 166.00 41.50 343 96.00 24.00 56 9'l 648 _ 8ARNSTABLE 19,842 140,511 .53 15.30 13.62 555 8.35 1.43 55 -93 1,010 BARRE 3,825 25,355 .00 225.00 38.25 254 165.14 28.07 13 ~2 896 8EDFORD 13,513 41.868 2.56 16.50 36.12 ~9 45.11 21.65 59 99 1.124 BELCHERTOWN 5,'136 34,393 1.04 44.00 25.08 204 29.93 17.06 68 100 911 
BELlI"lGHA" 13,961 23,246 't.20 ".55 34.15 212 29.82 23.26 61 81 151 
I BELMONT 28,285 68,245 1.91 53.15 31.09 491. 25.53 17.62 47 '13 1,181 
0::1' BERKLEY 2,021 21.213 .96 51.00 28.56 254 35.42 19.84 69 86 933 
00 8ERlIN 2,099 29,812 .02 68.00 38.0& 316 51.56 2&.81 16 95 114 I BERNAR~STON 1,659 31,648 ·.32 ·53.00 ~3.92 295 33.14 21.21 63 98 826 BEVERLY 38,34A 42,958 1.58 63.60 31.52 389 25.00 14.15 39 15 922 81lLER [C4 31,648 29,144 4.6Q 190.00 34.20 346" 95.86 17.25 50 98 185 BLACKS TONE 6,566 22,198 1.44 51.20 42.90 261 39.00 29.25 68 93 195 BOLTON 1,905 41,447 3.41 50.50 34.85 580 31.66 21.85 63 93 959 BOSTON 641,011 36,950 fj 6.93 196.10 14.15 541 48.91 18.59 25 15 1.210 BOURNE 12,636 61,101 .33 32.00 11.28 300 16.81 9.08 53 loa 1,001--80XBOROUGH 1,451 61.598 .28 44.00 30.36 665 22.78 15.12 52 94 891 BOXFORD 4,032 42,903 .05 119.00 26.18 450 99.96 21.99 84 91 816 BOYlS TON 2,114 39,063 .21 43.25 32.44 352 28.93 21.10 61 100 958 BRAI NTREE 35,050 47.182 4.24 101.00 33.33 459 44.18 lIt.58 44 95 1,040 BREWSTER 1,190 115,850 .00 22.00 21.12 1,224 9.17 8.80 42 92 982 BRIDGEWATER 11,829 32,330 1.91 10.00 36.50 351 41.40 26.01 68 96 1,01t4 BRIMFIElD 1,901 34·,1t83 3.11 18.00 3.0.1t2 289 60.84 ~/ 23.131£./ 18 99 996 BROCKTON 89,040 31,.649 5.19 48.00 48.00 4111 21.25 21.25 44 92 "035 8ROOKFIELO 2,063 28,849 2.58 50.00 31.00 268 40.16 25.21 82 96 121 8ROOKL['IIE 58.886 100,983 2.51 80.00 SO.40 612 26.50 16.10 33 96 1,761 BURLINGTON 21.980 43,505 9.59 61.50 41.82 666 36.21 24.62 59 80 996 CAI18RIOGE iOO,361 66.643 "3.42 185.30 12.21 604 60.22 23.49 32 18 1,104 C4l11TON 11,100 41,926 3.61 53.20 37.11 550 31.92 22.66 60 63 1,045 CARL ISLE 2,811 56.216 1.16 236.00 30.68 514 159.11 20.11 66 92 1,159 CARVER 2,420 43,296 .44 166.00 31.54 623 115.22 21.89 69 a2---~h-lJn CHATH4,.. 4.554 221,542 .92 12.30 12.30 696 5.95 5.95- 48 98 1,334 CHELMSFORD 31,432 29.894 4.'16 39.00 33.15 324 27.30 23.21 10 89 964 CIiELSEA 30,625 20,939 .33 183.80 88.22 351 17.73 6.51 10 82 961 CHES TERF IHD 104 46,954 .24 50.00 27.00 452 38.45 20.16 11 100 170 CHICOPFt 66,616 29,086 3.54 155.00 31.20 235 59.91 14.38 39 87 851 CHILMARK 340 316,182 .16 32.00 11.52 111 10.56 3.80 33 61 2,114 CLAI{KSRURG 1,981 23,192 1.91 51.00 30.18 205 43. J2 23.39 76 92 832 CLINTON 13,383 32,<)70 1.20 196.00 31.36 251 101.66 16.21 52 61 912 
-1- -2- -)- -'t- -5-
-6- -7- -8- -9- -10- -11-1970 1974&75 1912 197r. TAX RUE 1914 1914 SCH TAX RATE' 'PUBLIC SCHOUlS 1912-73 POPU EQUAL. PERCENT OFFI- EQUAl- TAXES OFF 1- EQUAl- PER CENT PER CENT P.ER lATION VAL PER OF CIAl IlEO 'PER ClAl lIED Of TAXES OF CHILD PUpu. 
CH~lD DE8T CAP. ·FOR IN COST 
C()HASS( r 6,954 54,728 2.39 1t0.40 32.32 541 22.62 18.10 56 100 1,127 
CONCGR:) 16,148 56,196 1.36 54.00 36.1l 62~ 35.38 24.06 66 92 .1,1t01 
CO"llWAY 998 56,596 .11 54.00 18.36 245 40.25 13.69 75 100 1.010 
OANVE~S 26,151 1t6,258 2.52 5c).00 35.1t0 419 35.91 21.55 61 88 1.022 
DARTr.tOUTH 18,800 53,417 2.10 30.00 21.00 381 18.67 16.80 62 92 856 
OEOHA"l 26,938 49,587 1.30 43.80 31.~4 416 18.70 13.46 . 43 91 833 OEERFIEU) 3,850 46,-580 .68 66.00 18.48 210 41t.22 12.38 67 94 827 
DENNIS 6,454 198,375 .59 85.40 12.81 705 40.20 6.03 47 95 J.146 OIGHroN 4.667 35,581 .00 164.00 29.52 30a 102.70 18.49 63 93 "745 
DOUGLAS 2,947 40,973 ~/ .18 28.00 23.52 258 18.71 15.71 67 91" 838 OOVER 4.529 15,621 1.08 44.00 27.12 6Z3 24.50 15.44 56 82 1,300 
DRACUT 18,214 22.950 2.45 162. 00 3d.88 263 130.00 31.20 80 86 938 OU"IS TABLE 1,292 55.010 .40 190.00 19.00 412 137.60 13.16 12 88 729 DUXBURY 1,636 49.627 3.12 49.00 41.16 825 27.73 23.29 51 92 1.1>14 
EAST ~RIOGEWATER 8.347 32,702 1.66 50.00 37 .. 00 375 33.85 25.05 68 9:3 1,000 
EAST 1\~I.lOJ(f IflO 1,800 32.054 .20· 43.00 23.65 221 28.26 15.54 66 95 761 EASTHAM 2,043 195.009 .05 3ft. 10 14.32 807 20.65 8.67 61 100 1,013 EASTHAMPru~ 13,012 35,032 1.86 47.50 34.68 308 28.09 20.51 59 19 949 EA!> T UJNG'1EAOOW 13.029 46~316 1.12 46.20 26.80 355 29.57 11. IS 64 99 1,033 EASTON 12,157 33,946 4.69 54.00 36.72 395 31t.51 23.51 64 96 925 
* fOGAlHOWN 1,481 271,762 .16 10.00 11.20 806 30.00 4.80 43 92 1,453 
I ERVING 1.260 197,321t .00 26.00 ' 1'.i.86 144 12. 74 ~/ 1.17~/ 49 IOU ,1,059 
LO ES'iEX 2,670 61,991 .70 40.00 27.60 400 21.80 15.04 55 99 922 CO EVERETT 42,485 64,686 .21 104.00 41l.56 501 1t2.64 16.63 41 86 1.138 I FAIRHAVEN 16,332 31,067 1.64 189.00 31.80 291 103.95 20.19 55 85 946 FI\U RIVER 96,898 26,403 2.84 ,151.00 4S.61 255 52.39 16.24 lJ 19 1.000 fALMOUTH 15.942 81,359 2.10 90.00 22 •. 50 626 51.60 12.90 51 99 924 F ( fCHBURG 43,343 31,082 2.27 54.20 1t6.61 318 21.76 23.87 51 11 922 FlORIOA 612 105.1t85 .36- 110.00 11.60 614· 46.45 1.43 42 88 1,101 FOXBORiJUGH 14,218 38,251 5.61 65.00 30.40 401 45.73 25.61 70 94 1,135 FRAMI~GH""4 64,048 50,310 2.52 53.60 35.91 454 28.00 18.76 52 96 1,000 FIUN'<LI~ 17,830 24,996 6.80 63.50 39.31 318 39.62 24.56 62 97 839 
'FREE TOIIIN 4,270 31,186 .18 130.00 28.60 353 94.90 20.88 73 94 792 GARI}NER 19,148 31,258 .87 55.40 45.96 292 24.62 20.43 44 -11 888 GEORGETOWN 5,290 30,654 5.96 54.00 29.16 309 41.00 22.14 16 100 814 Gill 1,100 47,633 .18 41.00 21-•. 13 318 29.82 15.80 73 89 673 GlDUCESffR 27.941 48,068 6.10 69.80 39.09 444 40.55 22.11 58 90 1,099 GOSHEN 483 62,500 .00 20.00 11.60 383 14000 ~/ 12.32 ~ 70 100 962 
* GO'iNOlD 
.83 212,121 .00 4,"- 00 14.52 529 10 .• 56 3.48 24 82 6,471 GRAFTIJN 11,659 31,900 2.35 35.25 29.61 230 22.66 19.03 64 99 893 GRANRY 5,473 29,346 2.49 81.00 28.71 250 55.b3 18.36 6ft 100 869 GRANVillE. 1,OOR 54,711 .00 1l0. 00 19.80 354 14.11 13.46 68 99 735 GREF\lF I EL n 18,116 44,402 "1.24 56.00 38.6~ 3'11 27.28 18.82 49' 8& 927 GRI)f'):'>l 5,109 41,209 .53 64.40 28.34 333 1t3.13 18.98 61 81 1.126 GROVEl .. \'1') 5.332 24.439 1.137 51.00 33.1'>3 262 44.92 26.50 79 lOll 835' :-i"dLI"Y 
'.537 51,203 2.51 100.00 29.00 311 67.20~/ 19.49 ~/ 61 94 1,109 ~AlI FAX 3,537 32,929 
.29 44.00 32.12 372 29.13 21.70 68 98 819 I-i<\M II T:m 6,373 43,303 .25 46.00 2a.Ob 315 30.36 18.52 6b 95 896 H4MPI)i=N 4,572 28,749 2.86 45.00 H.50 30b 32.29 22.60 12 95 759 HANCOCK 615 54,774 .22 20.00 6.60 107 15 •. 41 5.11 77 89 639 HJ\\luVfR 10.101 35,971 3.08 59.00 32.45 4Dd 39.43 21.69 bl 96 1.067 H<\ '~S'JN 7,14S! 31,366 1.22 56.00 36.40 391 33.84 22.00 60 87 982 H·\'{DW!CK 2.379 26,804 .07 46.00 31.26 241 30. J6 24.59 66 99 1,Jl,08 'H~'J"QJ 13.426 27,0;56 2.0S 1313.00 -"'~'~'. 16 129 9l.4h~/ 20. ~4 ~/, b1 81 l \ 
-1-
-2- -)- -4- -5-
-6- -7-
-8-
-9- -10- -11-1~10 1974&7~ 1912 1974 TAX H.ATE 1914 1~7~ SCH TA~ RATE PURL Ie SCHOOLS .1912-71 PllPU EQUAL. PERCENT OFFI- EQUAl- TUES OFFI- EQUAl- PER CENf PER CENT PER 
. lAT ION VAL PER OF CfAl lIED PElt CfAl flED OF TAXES OF CHilO PUPIL 
CHILO DE8T CAP. FOR IN COST 
HARWIOi '5.892 144,615 .49 33.00 15.18 638 17.30 7.96 52 95 989 HATFIHO 2.825 49,062 .69 37.00 23.31 281 21.09 11.2"9 57 9d 723 HAVFRHILL 46,120 28,290 4.74 1'55.20 48.11 320 86.51 26.62 56 83 938 HINGHAM 18.84'5 40,497 2.02 66.00 1t0.26 509 33.19 20.25 50 92 1,088 HOLBROOK 11,775 28,985 .85 64.50 36.12 316 35.00 19.60 51t 84 1,084 
HOLDF.N 12,564 Itl,175 1.55 ltO.50 28.~5 311 26.15 18.31 65 90 1,043 HOllAND CJ31 66,261. .10 154.00 21.10 564 l2i.03 18.15 79 98 1,019 HOLLISTON 12,069 34,806 4.23 61.00 36.60 422 40.88 24.53 61 93 1,059 
HOLYOKE 50,112 28,662 4.25 134.00 44.22 283 51.20 16.90' 38 .7~, 116 HOPEDALE 4,292 42,829PI 1.21 66.40 37.18 373 41.00 22.96 62 100 1,133 HOPKINTON 5.981 43,15'5~/ .86 54.00 30.78 379 33.46 19.07 62 95 987 HU384ROSTON 1,4.37 37,621 .16 51.00 33.66 361 39.61 26.14 78 100 819 HUDSON 16.084 26,327 3.85 41.00 42.30 338 31.66 28.49 67 80 195 HULL 9.961 30,019 2.14 93.00 43.36 454 44.43 23.10 48 91. 1,105 IPSWICH 10,750 43,961 1.02 61.50 34.44 401 36.50 20.44 59 95 1,059 K[NGSTO~ 5,999 42,758 2.81 92.00 29.44 370 50.60 16.19 55 87 803 lAKEVILLF 4,376 40,238 .16 44.00 26.40 348 18.00 10.80 41 95 735 LANCASTER 6,095 34,712 4.13 49.25 29.06 236 34.28 20.23 10 67 866· LANE S80ROUGH 2,972 33,759 .49 42.00 29.82 293 30.50 21.66 73 100 805 LAWRENCE 66.915 21,145 3.09 159.40 49.41 277 54.52 16.90 34 76 844 LEE 6,ft26 39,288 2.55 43.00 32.25 336 28.05 21.04 65 92 920 LEICESTER 9,140 22,541 .81 39.00 38.22 236 21.01 20.59 54 84 898 I LENOX 5,804 55,965 2.02 30.00 25.20 336 19.32 16.23 64 97 978 \0 
CX) LEOMINSTER 32,939 34,918 2.64 45.00 29.70 211 21.66 14.30 48 83 763 I LEVERETT 1,005 54,641 .09 80.00 24.80 366 58.16 18.03 73 96 1,048 lEXI"GTO~ 31,886 49,777 2.47 70.40 38.02 542 41.58 22.45 59 
" 
1,314 LEYOE~ 376 43,307 .28 103.00 19.51 293" 67~68 12.86 66 98 815 LINCOLN 7,567 86,139 1.66 61.80 27.19 403 34.80 15.31 56 99 1,517 LITTLETO~ 6,380 40,389 1.34 45.00 24.75 302 34.36 18.90 76 99 1,107 LONGMEAOQW 15.630 48,241 1.59 41.00 33.62 491 26.55 21.77 65 90 i,206 L!lWELL 94.239 23,.804 3.28 150.00 46.50 267 66.85 20.72 45 75 794 LUDLOW 17,580 31,155 2.65 50.00 30.00 249 26.84 16.10 54 88 861 LUNEIIII3URG 7.419 30,257 1.52 44.00 34.76 325 29.15 23.03 66 98 993 LYNN 90,294 32. 324fl 2.56 283.00 62.26 ft40 91.87 20.21 32 77 1,002 LYNNFIelD 10,826 44,212 1.77 49.00 33.32 470 31.49 21.41 6ft 81 1,150 MALDEN 56,127 40,934 1.59 172.80 43.20 375 61.49 15.37 36 91 906 MANCHESfER 5,151 68,651 2.42 53.50 29.43 593 29.26 16.09 55 81 1,068 MANSFIelD 9.939 32,550 4.22 72~80 36.40 393 38.02 19.01 52 86 1,044 MARBLEHEAD 21,295 75,284 .87 49.50 27.23 476 25.05 13.78 51 90 1.088 MARION 3,466 77,113 3.11 48.00 23.04 502 27.84 13.36 58 91 931 "ARL~ORUUGH 27,936 36,458 6.24 161.20 37.08 370 11.46 16.44 44 89 793 MARSHFIEL'l 15,223 36,939 5.54 72.30 41.21 571 37.76 21.52 52 81 985 MASHPEE 1,288 250,985 .05 22.50 13.13 1,224 8.83 5.39 - 39 89 1,169 MAfTAPOISEfT 4,500 60.174 .68 58.00 27.26 471 32.23 15.15 56 100 131 M"Y~ARi) 9,710 40.977 1.91 10.00 31.80 382 32.94 11.79 41 86 909 ME')F I FL·l 9,821 36,318 3.18 55.15 34.51 388 30.66 19.01 55 92 1,018 MEOFORD 64,391 36,167 2.80 182.20 49.19 315 81.56 22.02 45 ij4 955 MEOWAY 1,938 32.502 1.01 59.00 31.76 413 43.10 21.58 73 96 900 MELROSE :n,180 38,603 .51 65.00 52.00 463 35.73 28.58 55 92 1.053 MER.HIMAC 4.245 23.534 1.79 11.00 36.92 261 36.04 18.74 51 100 736 '4FTHUF~ 35,456 31,192 4.49 158.00 28.44 270 90.45 16.28 51 H 841 M I ;lDl E l'dR<loJGH 13,61)7 28.441 3.59 71.00 38.50 330 36.02 18.01 47 89 851 "''')!)lFTd~ 4.044 35,809 .63 71.10 34.13 36b 50.18 24.09 71 10 846 '4IlF~ }<),352 28.RQb Q.4Q 207 •.. "=. 41.61 376 120.12 27.63 58 13 ~ ... 821 
-1- -2- -3-
-4- -5- -6- -1- -8-
-9- -10- -11-
1970 1914f.1'> 1972 1914 TAlC ,UTE 19/4 1974 SCH TAX R.ATt:' PUBLIC SCHOOLS 1912-73 
POPU EQUAL. PERCE"4T OFFI- EQUU- TAXES OFFl- EQUAL- PER.CENT PER CENT PER 
lATION VAL PfR OF C!Al IZEO PER CtAL II EO OF TAXES OF CHILO PUPil 
CHILO I)EIH C4P. FOR l:i CQST 
MIllBURY 11.981 26.239 .3.69 232.00 41.16 291 115.47 20.78 50 83 901 
HILUS 5.686 35,418 2.04 49.00 39.69 447 25.65 20.78 52 91 964 
MILLVILLE 1,164 18,893 .25 57.00 40.41 230 41.61 V 29.54 ~/ 13 100 604 
"'IL TON 27,190 53.831 .77 162.00 35.64 445 69.81 15.36 43 12 1,277 
.. ONROE 216 91,619 3.06 112.00 24.64 479 40.32 8.87 ' 36 ~'I 1,228 
MONSON 1,355 30,951 1.55 43.00 27.09 194 30.58 19.27 11 ,eo 876 
MONTAGUE 8,451 33.699 .84 59.00 35.99 286 35.44 21.62 60 ct1 860 
NAHANT 4,119 52,397 .64 102.00 34.68 H4 51.00 11.34 50 97 1,034 
NANTUCKET 3,714 205,628 .40 86.00 12.90 678 33.06 4.96 38 100 ' "10,034 
NATICK 31,057 43.958 2.45 80.00 40.80 498 40.88 20.85 51 9!> 947 
NEEDH.\" 29,148 59,601 1.17 51.50 33.99 549 31.00 20.46 60 93. 1,172 
NE", REDFORD 101,101 34.548 4.42 13~.80 40.44 287 46.54 13.96 35 81 878 
NEW BRAINTREE 631 28.649 .15 44.00 26.84 228 24.64 ~I 15.03 ~I 56 86 896 NEWBURY 3,804 66.553 .28. 176.00 29.92 311 142.00 24.14 81 laO 1,034 
NEW8URYPO~T 15,801 34.791 6.05 62.00 40.30 335 33.00 21.t,5 53 92 991 NEill SALE~ t,74 38,961 .30 155.00 26.35 336 98.96 16.82 64 100 1.514 NEWTO"l 91,066 60,500 2.82 150.40 48.13 610 14.82 23.94 50 89 1,519 NORFOLK 4,656 33,637 2.72 48.50 33.47 348 26.17 18.06 54 83 781 NORTt! Ai1A-.S 19.195 25,854 2.07 65.00 46.80 268 36.55 26.32 56 90 969 NORTHAMPTON 29.664 43,101 2.00 56.00 39.20 212 28.13 19.69 50 90 1,145 NORTH ANOOVER 16,284 46,959 4.13 138.00 27.60 HZ . 73.12 14.62 53 76 945 NORTH ,A TTlE80ROUGH 18.665 31,265 4.61 113.50 30.65 268 73.10 19.90 65 81 800 I NORTH80RIJUGH 9,218 31.837 4.02 54.60 33.31 366 34.95 21.32 64 96 803 r-- NORTHBRIDGE 11,795 24,155 1.82 39.15 35.78 212 23.00 20.70 58 86 87.6 00 
I NORTH BROOKFIELD 3,967 23,875 9.44 50.00 38.00 266 29.34 22.30 59 100 700 NORTHFI ElO 2,631 55.806 .01 38.00 25.08 333 26.85 11.72 71 9' 796 N'lRTH READING 
. 11.264 34,513 2.34 65.00 35.10 374 . 40.00 21.60 62 98 945 NORTON 9,481 34.127 4.37 43.60 30.96 285 27.03 19.19 62 85 1.042 
r'ORWElL 1.196 42,800 7.39 45.00 38.25 580 25.01 21.26 56 91 979 ND~WOOD 30.815 42,341 2.98 40.00 35.60 382 19.10 17.53 49 88 1.128 OAK BLUFFS 1,385 144.262 .29 90.00 23.40 914 31.83 9.84 42 100 1,345 OAKHAM 730 50,861 .00 260.00 18.20 245 145.60 10.19 56 97 1.017 ORANGE 6,104 19.124 .96 90.00 42.30 218 26.00 12.22 29 100 656 ORLEANS 3,055 242,065 .Olt 20.60 14.83 919 8.81 6.34 1t3 100 1.075 OTIS 820 107,411 1.11 42.00 12.18 349 28.44 8.25 68 ·97 902 OXFORn 10,345 22,932 2.41 114.00 34.20 237 85.79 25.14 75 100' 937 P.\LI1ER 11.680 31,873 .62 187.00 35.53 269 • 118.36 22.49 63 91 841 PAx'rm" 3,731 39.012 1.36 35.50 26.27 281 24.14 ~I 17.86~1 68 88 901 PE4801)Y 48.080 31,132 5.89 56.00 38.08 376 26.01 11.69 46 88 1,114 PELH"M 931 52,871t .73 Ito. 00 28.00 417 29.18 20.1t3 73 96 986 PE"48ROKE 110193 30.911 1.40 10.00 30.10 308 48.11 20.95 10 86 908 *PETERSHA ~ 1.014 44.776 .11 1t3.00 21.93 262 27.09 13.82 63 99 928 *PHILLIPSfflN 872 29,553 ° 1• 00 100.00 18.00 177 72.00 12.96 '12 99 661 PI fT<;FI ELL> 57,020 36,611 2.85 68.00 41.4IJ 311 32.65 19.92 48 81 1.023 PL4I"IVILlF. !t,953 34,073 .43 164.00 29.52 3B 95.18 17.13 58 91 775 PL Yr"nUTH l!l.606 80.584 .26 16.00 25.84 614 33.70 11.46 44 19 936 PL'(MPHl'" 1,224 1t9.114 .04 H.OO 27.95 50IJ 24.9" 16.21 58 86 867 PR I Nr. r:J lm 1,681 35,949 3.08 38.00 28.50' 336 22.12 16.59 58 93 910 Pq'lv I 'JCf T())oj~ 2, '11 1 139,291 .98 38.90 26.45 791 13.60 9.25 35 100 1.219 )U I NC Y Q7,966 44.119 2.85 159.90 49.51 461 13.23 22.70 46 88 1.166 IU\'4rHII Prl 27,0)5 33,24l 4.49 73.50 38.96 382 29.94 15.34 39 90 1,011 Rb,fNHIt."1 6,105 32,71.5 1.18 45.40 H.04 429 H.41 28.13 14 9'1 970 Rf 1\1) r '~G 2?539 40,38l 4.85 50.1)0 15.)0 407 211.00 19.60 5& 91 956 R F , H) fHlT r-"'"<" fl,517 Jc",42R 2.4S 51. '10 "'--", .... '4.51 30'.! 45. i)1) 19.35 19 94 63 
-1- -2- -.)- . -4- - 5:- -6- -1- -8- -9- -1,)- -Ll-
1970 19141:.7:. 1911 1914 TAX lUTE 1914 1914 S~H TAX, RATE PUBL I C SCHOIJlS 1.912-13 
POPU EQUAL. PERCENT Off-l- EQIJAl- TAXES OFF 1- EQUAL- PE~ CENT PER CENT PER 
LAT [ON VAL PER OF CIAl IlEO PER CUl lIED Of TAXES OF CHILO PUPIL 
CHILO DE!H CII!>. fOt< 11'\1 COST 
REVERl' 43.159 40.028 4.58 188.20 50.81 420 14.40 20.09 40 ab 1.221 
~ICH~'JN!) 1,461 55,114 1.81 lZ().OO 16.80 2U4 105.64 14.79 88 95 843 
RfJr,HESTEQ 1.110 59.551 .03 S4. ')0 22.6d 21ft. 3q.23 16.46 13 10J 832 
R')CKlANO 15.674 2'>'482 3.53 63.50 31.47 294 35.24 20.79 55 83 994 
ROCK!>'1R T 5.636 118.Q50 .25 H.50 19.75 450 18.88 9.44 48 90 1.031 
Rnlo/[ 277 1 •. '5&0,214 .11 31.00 6.82 2.813 7.75 1.71 2S 10,) 1.474 
RO"lEV 3,040 38.636 .83 50.00 34.0D 380 35.38 24.06 11 94 1.093 
* 
R'1YAl ST )"1 ao"} 35.455 .55. 132.00 26.4;) 261, 85. 00 17.00 64 15 1,124 
R'JTLA'm 3.198 32,284 1.89 51.00 27.54 239 38.00 20.52' 75 ,&7" 828 SAlf~ 40,556 51,599 5.50 151.00 43.96 465 64.40 18~03 41 90 1,024 SilL I S1l):{V 4.179 52,536 .33 34.00 27.88 4a~ 23.11 18.95 68 91 895 
SA:'IIDI SF J r::U) 5lo7 126,667 .00 18.00 9.18 25" 12.27 6.26 68 98 909 SAi'-HHHCH 5,239 176,891 .32 28.00 18.76 7[)2 12.70 8.51 45 90 1,032 S4lJGlJ'i 25,110 43,217 3 .• 35 0\9.90 35.43 402 25.20 17.89 51 94 994 
SAVOY 322 68,421 .61 30.00 12.30 252 18.60 1.63 62 711 1,057 SCITUI\ TE 16)973 36,194 3.35 70.80 39.65 484 31 .. 60 17.70 45 97 962 SEEKONK 11,116 44,550 1~97 32.00 25.92 341 22.06 11.87 69 95 955 SIiARON 12,361 42,257 1.79 50.00 41.50 532· 30.88 25.63 62 96 1.203 SHERBORN 3,309 60.312 .89 57.40 33.29 786 31.00 21.46 64 91 1.195 
.SHIRlEY 4,909 41,580 4.44 180.00 30.60 182 10. 20 ~/ 11.93 ~/ 39 IGG 129 SHREWS8U~Y 19·,196 38,099 1.86 -H.30 29.74 321 23 •. 31 16.83 57 90 923 
* SHUTES81JR V 489 75,706 3.96 38.50 20.4l 561 29.53 15.65 71 84 946 I SOMER<;ET 18,088 88,966 2.97 102.00 20.40 535 64.34 12.87 63 '90 892 CD SOMERVilLE 88,779 21,818 2.47 196~20 58.86 309 63.39 19.02 32 ·8:> 850 CD 
I SOUTHAHPTOIi 3,069 31,949 .46 124.00 24.8il 303 15.95 15.19 61 94 685 SOUTH90RIJUGH 5.798 46,414 2.20 46.00 31.28 481 29.82 20.28 6S 9 .. 900 SOuTHI\RII)GE 11,057 30,750 2.70 35.40 H.98 241' 18.95 18.19 54 70 977 SOUTH HA')lEY 17,033 33,814 2.34 106.00 31.80 241 11.84 21.55 68 100 887 S'1UT'-IIo/(CK 6.330 31,677 4.ll 35.00 25.20 291 27.69 19.94 19 97 916 SPENCER 8,179 27,391 .54 47.00 32.90 238 27.14 19.42 59 90 671 SPR I Nf.F (ELD 163,905 28,910 fl 3.48 76.50 45.9v 309 27.94 16.16 31 81 969 STERLING 4,241 38,613 1.39 41.50 30.30 364- 26.21 19.13 63 95 917 SfONEI-IA!'\ 20.725 41,946 2.36 48.00 38.88 430 24.57 19.90 :;1 82 1,055 
'iTLJUGI-ITO'll 23,459 34,161 3.43 48.80 31.58 375 25.38 19.54 52 98 858 STO'" 3, 'l84 37.862 2.75 51.00 35.70 457 34.94 24.46 69 91 1,029 STURq~1 Y;F 4,818 46,248 4.53 46.00 30.82 455 28.06 18.80 61 96 864 SUDi\lJP.Y 13,506 42,100'!..! 1.67 49.50 37.62 596 30 .• 01 22.81 61 99 968 SUNflERLA'IIfl 2,236 80.224 .54 29.50 19.71 192 16.23 e/ 10.81 ~/ 55 100 837 SUTrrl~1 4,590 34,410 5.48 96.00 2lo.96 253 67.33 - 17.51 70 86 842 S"4M!>SC~ITT U,57~ 57.315 1.ll9 6&.00 38.28 523 3~.75 20.1.6 53 9S 1,223 SWANSFA 12,640 31,958 .45 38.00 26.22 284 24.00 16.56 63 7d 833 TIIUNTrJ,\j 43.756 29,301 9.49 159.00 38.16 261 64.86 15.51 U 1£4 814 TE't!>l'=PIN 5,863 22,229 . .11 ~8.00 24.96 154 21.36 ~/ 14.23 ~I 57 93 712 n,o/KSflUH,V 22.755 30.0;94 1.45 32.00 30.40 298 20.50 19.48 64 95 834 T( SRI)lJ.V 2.20;7 148,277 .11 26.00 19.50 130 12.78 9.59 49 10;) 1,216 TOi'S!' J Fl') 5,225 42,10;4 .58 11.00 29.132 44J 46.26 19.43 65 9:' 831 f~dRQ 1.214 271,29,) 
.00 8.5.00 10.2;) 10~ 33.00 3.96 39 91i 1.080 TV NG <; fll]i{ 'llJGIi 4.204 33,620 3.18 44.00 34.32 35'. 31.66 24.69 72 86 1,027 TV~I"IG'i4'" 2'\4 134,247 .00 14.00 9.10 36!> 7.10 4.6? 51 15 1,371 * Ul(QR laGF 13,253 28,902 1.88 170.00 21.20 215 92.07 14.73 54 8; 831 W~KEF(FLl 25,lo02 45.787 3.41 134.00 41l.2J 421 10.89 21.21 53 92 l,OH Io/IlLES 852 35,347 1.41 58.00 24.36 141 39.95 16.78 69 91 910 W~LPfll F. IS,14'} 31,394 1.62 64.~J!_ 40.64 470 41.64 26.23 65 8() 10140 W41-r--·\ 61,582 58,164 2.01 52. .31.73 427 24.16 17.40 46 95 1,11 0 
-1- -2- -]-
-4- -5- -6"-- -1- -8- -9-
-10- -11-1970 lqI4'~·/5 191.l 1914 TAX 1t4Tf 1914 191~ 5CH TAX RA1E PlJ8~IC SCHUULS 1912-73 POPU fQIJAL. PERCflllT OFFI- EQU4L- UXES QFf-l- EQUAL- PER CE~f PER CENT PER lATION VAL PfR OF CfAl tHO PER CI·~ l fLED Of TAXES OF CHILO PUPIL 
(.HIlD )F.IH CI\P. fOR I~ COH 
"A~E 8~l67 25,?5.? 4.33 124.00 37.20 229 69.33 lO.80 56 81 839 
W4~EtH'1 11,4<;2 64, TT2 2.44 45.10 29.71 599 23.05 15.21 51 95 807 
WAi{R r '4 3.633 28,'>4) .91 51.00 30.(,0 241 34.36 20.62 67 10J 765 
Wt\i{wlr.'<. 492 61,n4 .15 87.00 24.36 291 47.06 13.18 54 9it 942 
",·4 fFlnOIf~ 39.307 57, '135 f..l 2.10 180.40 45.10 454 74.20 18 .. 55 41 96 h201 
..,11 'I' L A 'If) 13,461 51,231 2.79 171.50 37.~8 586 107.15 22.50 60 99 1,388 
WE~ST"R 14,917 21,873 1.55 99.00 32.67 200 51.55 17.01 52 70 162 
W"LlF"lEV 28,051 66,677 • 62 56.00 35.28 568 30.58 19.21 55 9.,> 1,395 
.. F.llFlfET 1.143 258,312 .00 30.20 11.78 694 16.22 6.33 54 100 . · ... 180 
* I4F.NOEll 405 39,640 .00 142.00 25.56 292 78.28 14-.09 55 'n h180 WF.'4H"'" 3~849 51,824 .21 42.50 27.h3 404 25.42 16.52 60 92 888 
WES TR'N')'JGH 12,594 48,043 4.10 45.20 37.'>.! 510 32.00 26.56 71 '16 1.009 
>lEST AO't'lSTO:'-J 6.369 45,S85 .76 52.50 26.18 30.-l 39.40 20.09 75 91 1.115 ~EST ~RI1~EW"TER 7,152 36,359 1.90 50.00 37.0() 349 33.20 24.57 66 ·89 1.024 
WEST '3!{O,)KFIElO 2,653 37,992 .11 38.00 28.12 296 28.12 ~I 20. 81 ~I 14 96 128 w~srFIFl') 31,433 38,355 4.31 61". 00 34.16 333 34.51 19.33 57 91 878 WESTFn~D 10,368 28,451 <;.20 60.20 36.12 410 42.50 25.93 11 84 901 
'lfF.S HHMPfflN 793 48.760 .06 50.00 23.50 355 40.57 19.07 81 93 190 WF<;T"!I NS TE'{ 4.273 46,';';2 .12 45.00 23.85 306 30.21 16.01 67 96 851 
;.jF.ST NEW~U~Y 2.254 33,204 4.90 63.00 32.76 313 4-9.66 25.82 19 90 832 WESTO'l LO,870 77.085 l.ll 46.10 34.58 8 lit 25.45 19.09 55 84 1.600 WE S TPORT 9,191 47.083 4.41 128.00 21.04 359 70.00 12.60 55 19 812 I >I[ST SPRIN~FIELD 28,461 51,801 1.73 31.80 28.35 336 19.87 lit. 90 53 87 973 0'\ WES T TI S'VJR Y 453 180 •. 303 .01) 48.00 13.44 729 30.20 8.46 63 87 1,242 00 
I WES TW'JOi) 12.750 51,893 3.92 61.70 38.87 695 35.11 22.12 57 95 1.216 loll=' 'f!'I'JU HI 54,610 35.413 3.89 56.40 41.1.7 412 29.33 21.41 52 88 925 W'i4THV 1.145 18,970 .02 116.00 15.08 246· 85.23 11.08 '3 99 1,169 
"''il T"'AN 13.059 28,141 2.53 56.00 40.32 326 40.32 29.03 12 98 981 \fllBRAHAl"! 11,984 35,946 2.51 48.00 32.64 381 31.81 21.61 66 98 958 WI LlII\11S~IJ~G 2,.342 330002 .03 19.00 31.60 269 67.00 26.80 85 100 1,129 NI Lll ~ 'IS f'J\~N 8,454 .48.512 .60 39.00 35.49 335 29.51 26.85 16 96 1,150 
"Il'll t..j,; fi"l'l 17,102 39,562 2.19 56.50 34.41 460 34.91 21.30 62 91 977 
"I .~CllfND(J1\I 6,635 21,90~ 1.70 12.00 56.88 346 40.31 31.89 56 100 1.022 
"'['\ICY!'S r"'~ 22,269 50,492 4.70 64.80 43.42 580 35.56 2~.83 55 9~ 1,216 WI ~THII;lP 20,335 37, 427 2.82 68.00 36.12 29;) 31.82 20.42 56 91 861 
* \nBU~'" 37,406 40,699 5.10 117.40 35.22 392 49.05 14.72 42 89 962 IfO~C" <;T E~ 176,572 34,291f}..1 't.ll lit,.. 50 5l.02 361 60.09 21.63 42 81 l.I18 WRENTHII·1 7,315 37. F321 .79 65.00 32.50 286 38.00 19.00 58 93 910 V ~RM'ltJT H 12,v33 123,316 .68 93.60 16.85 613 52.05 9.37 56 100 913 AC Tll" BflX'lIJR'JUGH 16,221 45.'546 1.21 51.89 31.13 495 33.07 19.83 64 93 1,112 ~I)A"1<;. CHf:SHI:lF 14,778 30,120 1.34 57.27 41.23 259 36.17 26.47 64 92 1.035 1I'4I1ER <. r PElHA.~ 2ft,7',2 56.049 2.q2 41.36 31.85 269 27.46 21.14 66 96 1.354 ~ ')Yfi Uf< 'II Wd-Wf S TIo1I "1ST E~ 1,151 41,231 .B6 53.93 26.97 322 31.45 18.12 ""69 98 1.108 
'lfdOl o<lY'l.lST{)'l 11,9,)4 25.686 1.02 142.94 35.14 216 15.410- 18.86 53 95 803 
,F ~ K <; H I R ~ rH II <; 11,103 59,324 .02 48.28 21.0" 35G 31.17 11.19 66 100 1.112 ~t:KI 1\1 ltlYl 5 T,j:'ll 
.. ,813 34,631 .17 51.64 31t.60 362 36.60 24.52 11 100 1.293 lLACK')fJ~~-~lll~[llE 8,330 21.464 1.20 57.16 42.30 259 39.49 29.22 69 9~ 1 .. 147 '\~ (,)G",,.;\f F.rI.-~ AY"IHA M IF3,534 32,490 1.89 57.28 38.95 379 40.16 21.30 10 91 1.342 ~UCKLt\"ID ~!-IEl~UR~F '),148 43,213 .00 52.28 25.09 285 33.31 15.98 64 100 834 C':NTR.\L ;\f'rlKSH[ ~F 11,714 45,367 .5') ')l.06 25.02 325 34.19 11.04 68 89. It 147 COI\ICrlPr) C ~iU [Su:: 19,D19 S6.199 l.n 60.54 35.71 61d 39.iJ4 B.SO 66 92 1,648 OF,,;. I <; V ~,~ "IOUTII 18,487 149~0~6 .61t 90.29 15.35 645 41.16 8.03 52 98 1.221 ')(<;HTO"l '"{F. .... d6'JT-l 11,179 37,91~ 1.54 18.29 l6.62 308 56.47 19.20 12 9't 1,081 OOvER ,)H~,JR~1 1, S 38 68,103 1.00 4~. 54 "'"" 0.12 692 29.66 18.09 60 86 , ·"'"',)8 
~~ :~ 
-1- -2- -3-
-4- -5- -6- -1-
-8- -9- -10- -11-1971) 1914&75 1912 1974 TAX RATE 1911. 1914 SCH TA~.RAIE PU8LI C SCHOOLS 1912-13 POPU EQU4l. PERCENT OFFI- EQUAl- TAXES OFFI- EQUAl- PER CENT PERCENT PER lATION VAL PER OF 
-CUl (lEO PER CUl Il~O OF TAXES OF CHILO PUPIL 
CHilL> DEBT CAP. FOR IN COST 
DU;)LFY CHAil.LTOIII 12,141 33.133 .84 91.15 25.26 221 64.28 16.71 66 17 601 
NAuSET 8,611 216,402 .03 24.22 15.50 910 11.59 1.41 48 9') 1,312 
FREFTliW'I LAt<.EVIlLIO 8,646 36,131 .11 65.53 l1.52 351 31.26 15.64 51 95 886 
F!{O!lj T F f( 8,229 51,996 .44 52.23 18.28 215 34.55 12.09 66 9d 1,085 
GATE"~.Y 6,)')9 23,444 .15 68.55 20.51 281 50.68 15.20 14 51 1.049 
GILL '4') '>IT AGUE 9,551 35.101 .1l 55.89 32.98 290 34.46 20.33 62 '1! HA~(LTr)N WENHAM 10.222 48,099 .24 44.55 2a.01 386 28.32 11.84 64 94 1,124 
HA~P~EN WIlB~AHA'4 16.556 33.913 2.64 41.26 32.61 165 31.96 22.05 68 91 1,101 
HAMPSI-fIRE 7.3<)1 40.817 .23 63.84 25.54 311 46.46 18.58' 13 ,97" 1,126 HA"'lE"10NT 1, 121 41,500 .08 37.82 18.15 249 2L.36 10.25 56 99 944 
KING PH III P 16,924 35.300 1.24 70.10 31.55 311 39.91 17.96 51 89 1,146 
U"IeOLN SUDBURY 21,073 50,.873 1.61 51.95 33.17 527 30.lll 20.06 59 99 1,428 
~ARTHAS VINEYARD 6,034 193,781 .16 43.35 16.04 194 19.64 1.26 45- 98 1.920 
""SeQ'laMET 13,301 0\0.135 .40 81.11 29.42 421 59.39 21.38 13 87 1.558 
"ENDON UPT:)N 6,008 38,485 f/ .43 49.00 24.50 255 21.93 13.96 57 89 998 
I1~UNT G~EYLOCK 11,426 43,443 .51 39.66 33.11 324 29.12 25.26 15 98 1.635 MOHAWK TRA( l 8,490 100.498 .10 39.71 13.92 370 21.30 7.45 54 100 1,122 NARRAGANSE TT 6,135 23,352 .28 51.95 23. J8 151 30.15 13.83 59. 94 938 NASHOQA 11,984 38,412 3.43 50.28 32.68 364 33.88 22.02 61 84 1,361 NOR THSIJROtJGH-SUtHH80ROUGH 15,016 31,299 3.17 50.34 32.22 410 32.40 20.13 64 96 1,150 NORTH "IlOl)LESEX 12,442 28,438 .40 48.80 30.74 280 31.05 19.55 61t 88 960 
I OLD ROCHESTER 9,736 66,069 1.58 50'.96 23.95 446 29.18 13.99 58 99 1,296 
0 PENTUCKET 11,881 25,945 2.65 62.56 34.41 282 43.51 23.93 10 '99 1,086 0'1 PIONEER VAllEY 5,158 46,538 .12 46.29 26.85 314 30.12 11.81 66 91 1,225 I PLYMOUTH CARVER 21.026 IIt,83l .28 80.69 26.63 668 31.94 12.52 41 19 1,126 QUAS8r!\! 8,371 30,143 .05 80.55 34.'('4 210 51~26 24.62 71 96 1,262 RALPH C "lAHAR 9,251 45,821 .29 47.74 24.82 303· 20.00 10.39 42 100 1,140 
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HOUSE • • • • • • • No. 128 
Accompanying the first recommendation of the Department of 
Education (House, No. 127). Education. 
'Or:ue \!Common\tJeaUf) of ~a55acf)u5ett5 
In t he Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Scvcnty-Five. 
AN ACT REVISING THE FORMULA FOR STATE AID TO TilE PUBLIC 
SCHOOLS IN TlIECOMMONWEALTlI. 
Be it enacted hy the Senate and House vf Representatives in 
General Court assembled, and by the authority (!f' the s(line, as 
follows: 
1 SECTION I. Chapter 58 of the General Laws is herehy 
:i amended by striking out Section 18A and inserting in pla~e 
3 thereof the following section: 
4 Section 18A. The state tr~asurer, upon eertifieation of the 
5 commission, shall annually distribute to the several cities, towns, 
6 and regional school districts lcom the General Fund the full 
7 amount required to be d istri butcd under chapter seventy. Such 
8 amounts shall be distributed from time to time as determined by 
9 the commission, provided that one quarter of the amount 
10 estimated to be due is paid on August fifteenth and one quarter 
11 of the amount estimated to be due is paid on Decemher fiftl.:enth 
12 of each fiscal year. A third payment shall be made on April 
13 fifteenth nnd such payment, together with the payments 
14 previously made, shall equal seventy-five per cent or the amount 
15 certified by the commissioner of education to bl.: due. A final 
16 payment shall be made on june fifteenth. 
1 SECTION 2. The General Laws are hereby amended by 
2 striking oUt chapter 70 and inserting in place thereof the 
3 following chapter: 
4 Chapter 70 
5 SCHOOl. FUNDS AND STATE AID FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
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6 Section I. The purpose of the financial assistance provided by 
7 this chapter shall be to promote the equalization of educational 
8 opportunity in the public schools of the commonwealth and the 
9 equalization of the burden of the cost of school support to the' 
0, respective cities, towns and regional school districts. Assistance 
I provided under this chapter shall be designated as sCQool aid. 
2 Section 2. When used in this chapter the following words 
3 shall have the following meanings: "commissioner", the 
4 commissioner of education. 
5 "Equalized valuation per person in a city or town", the 
5 equalized valuation of all property in a city or town subject to 
7 local taxation, as most recently reported by the state tax 
~ commission to the general court under Chapter 58, section ten 
} C, divided by the number of persons who reside in such city or 
) town. In the case of a regional school district, the equalized 
I valuation per, person shall be determined in the following 
manner: first,the equalized valuation rer person of each 
member municipality in the regional school district shall be 
multiplied by the respective municipality's proportion of its 
enrollment of pupils in the regional school district; a~d second, 
the equalized valuations per person in all the member 
, municipalities as so modified shall be added together. 
"Equalized \'aluation per person in the commonwealth", the 
f equalized valuation of all property in the commonwealth subject 
I to local taxation. as most recently reported by the state tax 
commisdion to the general court under the provisions of section 
JOC of chapter fifty-eight. divided by the number of persbns 
who reside in the commoO\\'ealth. 
"Full time equivalent pupil" is a pupil as hereinafter defined: 
(I) A full time equivalent pupil is anyone of the programs listed 
below. (2) A combination of pupils enrolled in anyone of the 
programs listed below. Any pupil who is enrolled in anv 
comhination of two or more of the programs defined below shall 
be weighted in propor:ion to the: ratio which the number of 
hours in which he is enrolled in each program bears to the total 
number of hours of education which he is receiving. Any pupil 
who is enrolled in a program of more than J 85 days duration 
shall be counted as one full time equivalent plus a fraction of a 
c 
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44 full time equivalent equal to the number of days over 180" 
45 divided by 180 days. (3) A pupil enrolled in a regular 
46 kindergarten program shall be 12 of a full time equivalent pupil. 
47 "Pupil weight" is the cost factor of education programs 
48 programs in the Commonwealth for a full time' equivalent pupil 
49 iri regular day, special education, vocational education, bilingual 
50 education and auxiliary services for the disadvantaged as set 
51 forth below: (I) "Regular Day Programs" are all public school 
52 day programs not defined as special, vocational o·rf/bilingual. 
53 Full time equivalent pupils in regular day programs shall be 
54 weighted at 1,0; (2) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a 
55 bilingual program in accQrdance with the provisions of Chapter 
56 71A and the regulations made thereunder shall be weighted as 
57 1.4; (3) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a "regular 
58 education program with modifications", a regular education 
59 program with no more than 25% out, a "regular education 
60 program with no more than 60% time out", as defined in the 
61 regulations for children with special needs promulgated under 
62 Chapter 71 B of the General Laws shall be weighted as 2.5; (4) A 
63 full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a "substantially separate" 
64 program as defined in the regulations for children with special 
65 needs promulgated under Chapter 71 B of the General Laws shall 
66 be weighted as 3.5; (5) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in ,~ 
67 "day" program as defined in the regulations for children with 
68 special needs promulgated under Chapter 71 B of the General 
69 Laws shall be weighted as 5,0; (6) A full'time equivalent pupil 
70 enrolled in a "residential" program as defined in the regulations 
71 for children with special needs promulgated under Chapter 71 B 
72 of the General Laws shall be weighted as 6.0; (7) A full time 
73 'equivalent pupil enrolled in a "specific occupational training 
74 program'" as defined in Chapter 74 and the regulations 
75 promulgated thereunder shall be weighted as 2.0: (8) A full time 
76 equivalent pupil enrolled in a "career development program" to 
77 be defined by the board of education shall be weighted as 1.4: 
78 (9) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a "caree; awareness" 
79 program to be defined by the Board of Education shall be 
80 weighted as 1:1i (10) A pupil whose family is below the poverty 
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:2 Secondary Education Act of 1965 as amended shall be weighted 
13 as .2 for the purpose of computing full time equivalents for 
:4 auxiliary services which enable educationally disadvantaged 
:5 pupils to fully benefit from regular day, special, vocational and 
:6 bilingual programs. Approval criteria for auxiliary services for 
:7 ,the disadvantaged shall be established by the Board of 
:8 Education. 
:9 In the computation of the sum of full time equivalent pupils 
'0 for the city, town or regional school district, a pupil whose 
'I family is below the poverty level as defined in Title I of the 
12 federal Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 as 
13 amended shall receive an additional .2 full time equivalent 
14 weight for auxiliary services for the disadvantaged in addition to 
15 being counted in the regular day, special, vocational or bilingual 
16 program in which the pupil may be served. 
17 "Stim of full time equivalent pupils" is the total full time 
18 equivalent pupils in each program defined above multiplied by 
)9 the pupil weight for that program. 
)0 "Persons who reside in a city or town", the population of the 
)l city or town as enumerated in the most recent official state 
)2 census conducted by the state secretary. 
)3 "Persons who reside in the commonwealth", the total 
)4 population· of the commonwealth as enumerated in the most 
35 recent official state census conducted by the state secretary. 
06 "Pupil", a person who is educated at the expense of a city, 
07 town or regional school district. 
08 "School aid percentage for each city, town, or regional school 
09 district", the amount by which one hundred per cent exceeds the 
10 product, to the nearest tenth of one per cent, of fifty per cent 
11 times the valuation percentage. 
12 "Total expenditures for all pupils in a city, town or r~gional 
13 school district", the total amount expended by such city, town" 
14 or regional school district during the pI'evious year for the 
15 support of public schools exclusive of expenditures for 
16 transportation, for food for school food services programs, and 
17 for capital outlays, after deducting therefrom any receipts for 
,,18 t~ition, receipts from the federal government, the proceeds of 
1:,19' any invested funds, and grants, gifts, and receipts from any 
0 , ~ ./ -' ~'--!JP' n "'.I.le"!?" 
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120 other source, to the extent that such receipts are applicable to 
121 such any other source, to the extent that such receipts are 
122 applicable to such expenditures; provided, however, that 
123 amounts received by a city .. town or regional school district 
124 under this chapter as school aid shall not be so deducted. The 
125 commissioner of education may, by regulation, further define 
126 the expenditures and receipts that may be included hereunder. 
127 "Valuation percentage in a city, town or regional school 
128 'district", the proportion to tlie nearest tenth of 'one per cent 
129 which the equalized valuation per person in a city. town, or 
130 regi(mal school district bears to the equalized valuation per 
131 person in the commonwealth. 
132 Section 3. The amount of school aid to be paid'to each city, 
133 town and regional school district shall be determined by 
134 mUltiplying together the following factors: (I) the school aid 
135 percentage for each city, town or regional school district, (2) the 
136 average expense per full time equivalent pupil in the Cam-
137 monwealth, and (3) the sum of full time equivalent pupils in the 
138 city, town or regional school district. 
139 For the purposes of this section, the average expense per pupil 
140 in the commonwealth shall mear.l the total expenditures for all 
141 pupils as defined in Section 2 divided by the total number of full 
142 time equivalent pupils in the commonwealth. 
143 Section 4. As used in this section, the average equalized 
144 school tax rate for the commonwealth in a fiscal year shall be 
145 the average rate of taxation per one thousand dollars of 
146 valuation which would be levied on all property in the 
147 commonwealth subject to local taxation at its equalizcd 
148 valuation in order to yield an amount obtained by mUltiplying 
149 the following factors together: (I) fifty per cent; (2) the average 
150 expense per pupil in the commonwealth; and (3) the number of 
151 full time equivalent pupils in t1!e commonwealth, and dividing 
152 this product by the total equalized valuation in the com-
153 monwealth in thousands of dollars. 
154 The equalized school tax rate for each city, town, or regional 
155 school district will be determined by the department of 
156 education from the annual school report. The average equalized 
157 school tax rate for the commonwealth shall be hereinafter 
.r") 
, ~/ 
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158 referred to as the state tax rate. The equalized school tax rate 
15.9 for the city, town or regional school district shall be hereinafter 
160 referred to as the local tax rate. An additional amount shall be 
161 paid as state aid under this chapter to any city, town or regional 
162 school district which is eligible therefore in accordance with the 
163 following formula. (I) A city, town,or regional school district 
164 shall be eligible for aid under this section only if its tax rate is 
165 greater than the state tax rate. (2) The state tax rate shall be 
166 subtracted from the local tax rate and the amount by which the 
167 local tax rate exceeds the state tax rate shall be known as the 
168 excess tax rate and. for the purpose of this. section, such excess. 
169 tax rate may not exceed four dollars per one thousand dollars of 
170 valuation. (3) The excess tax rate shall be multiplied by the 
171 equalized valuation in thousands of dollars for the city or town. 
172 In the case of a regional school district, the equalized valuation 
173 shall be determined in the following manner: (I) the equalized 
174 valuation of each member city or town shall be multiplied by the 
175 city or town's proportionate enroilment in the regional school 
176 district, (2) the quotient so obtained for all members shall be 
177 added together. The product obtained by multiplying the excess 
178 tax rate times the equalized valuation in thousands of dollars 
179 shall be divided by the number of full time equivalent pupils in 
180 the city, town or regional school district. If the quotient so 
181 obtained is less than forty-five dollars per full time equivalent 
182 pupil multiplied by each $1, or a fraction thereof, of excess tax 
183 rate, the city, town or regional school district shall be eligible for 
184 the additional state aid. (4) The city, town or regional sch601 
185 district shall receive state aid equivalent to the difference 
186 between forty-five dollars multiplied by each $1, or a fraction 
187 thereof, and the quotient so obtained, multiplied by the number 
188 of full time equivalent pupils in the city, town, or regional 
189 school district. 
190 Section 5. The cities. towns, and regional school districts 
191 shall report to the commissioner by December first on forms 
192 furnished by the commissioner the . information required to 
193 compute the amount of state aid required under this chapter. 
194' The information reqUired by this report shall be subject to 
195 approval, verification, and adjustment. and any adjustment 
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which a city, town, or regional school district is entitled shall; 
taken into account in the school aid to be paid to such c~ 
town, or regional school district as· soon as may be after t 
adjustment is made and certified to the comptroller and the st~ 
tax commission. The commissioner may request such ott 
reports as he deems necessary in order to carry out thepurpo~ 
of this section. The Board of Education shaH biannua 
recommend to the Gene~al Court appropriate revisions a 
adjustments to the pupil weights listed in 'settion 2. 
Section 6. The commissioner shall certify to the comptrol 
and to the state tax commission no later than December thir 
first prior to the fiscal year in which the aid js to be paid t 
estimated amount of achool aid to be paid to each city, to' 
and regional school district. Before the final distributions; 
made under the provisions of section eighteen A of chapter fit 
eight, the commissioner shall make a final certification to 1 
comptroller and to the state tax commission of the full arnot 
due the cities, towns and regional school districts. 
. Section 7. The aid to be paid to any city or town undel t 
chapter shall not be less than the amount paid by , 
commonwealth to a city or"town in the fiscal year ending 
June thirtieth nineteen hundred and seventy-five as school 
under this chapter plus any grants and reimbursements paid 
such year for vocational education under the provisions 
chapter seventy-one A, and for special education under 
provisions of chapter sixty-nine and seventy-one as they werr 
effect prior to September first, nineteen hundred and seve~ 
four. In determining the amounts paid by the commonwealtl 
the fiscal year ending on June thirtieth nineteen hundred i 
seventy-five, amounts paid to regional school districts shall 
deemed to have been received by each city or town in Sl 
district in the, same proportion as the expenditures of !i 
district which it is required to pay bear to the total expend it! 
of such district. . 
Section 8. A city or town shall raise as a minimum, fl 
local taxation, an amount equal to the product of the follo\\ 
factors: (l) The state average expense per full time equiva 
pupil for the previous fiscal year minus the state aid per fulll 
. !~ 
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235' equivalent due from this chapter in the current year multiplied 
236 . by (2) the sum of full time equivalent pupils in the city or town. 
237 If the city or town fails' to raise such an amount, the 
238 Commissioner shall certify to the Treasurer an amount equal to 
239 the state aid to be paid under this chapter multiplied by a 
240 fraction, the numerator of which is the actual amount raised, the 
241 denominator of which is the required amount set forth above. 
242 A regional district school committee shall include in its annual 
243 budget, before any deductions were made therefrom, on account 
244 of the amounts received from this chapter, a minimum amount 
245 equal to the product of the following factors: (I) the state 
246 average expense per full time equivalent pupil for the previous 
247 fiscal year minus the state aid per full time equivalent due from 
248 this chapter in the current year multiplied by (2) the sum of full 
249 time equivalent pupils in the regional school district. If the 
250 regional school district fails to include such an amount in its 
25t budget, the Commissioner shall certify to the Treasurer an 
252 amount equal to the state aid to be paid under this chapter, 
253 multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which is the actual 
254 amount in the regional district budget, the denominator of 
255 whichis the required amount set forth above. The provisions of 
256 Section 8 of this act shall not apply to any city, town or regional 
257 school district which receives aid under the provisions of Section 
258 7 of this act 
259 Sec'lion 9. Notwithstanding any provision of law to the 
260 contrary, the school aid paid to a city, town or regional school 
261 district in accordance with the provisions of this chapter, shall 
262 be deposited with the treasurer of the city, town or regional 
263 school district in accordance with the provisions of this chapter, 
264 shall be deposited with the treasurer of the city, town or regional 
265 school district and shall be expended by the school committee 
266 for current operating costs in the fiscal year in which the 
267 payments are so made. The amount which is so deposited in the 
268 case of a city or town shall be used as an offset against the total 
269 appropriation which a city or town is required to make under 
:no the provisions of section thirty-four of chapter seventy-one. The 
2n,:,~a:Il19\lnt which is so deposi(ed in the case of a regional school 
272 district shall be deducted from the total budget of the regional 
0·. ) .~-'-'/ o 
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273 school district hefore the assessments are made to the member 
274 municipalities under section sixteen B of chapter seventy-one. 
275 No less than 70% or the "average expense per pupil" shaH bt: 
276 expended for instructional services; attendance services. and 
277 health services in each program listed in section 2 in which full 
278 time equivalent pupils were reported by the city, town or 
279 regional school district. 
280 Section/O. The present school fund of the commonwealth. 
281 known as the Massachusetts School Fund:', \vith future 
282 additions, shall continue to constitute a permanent fund. The 
283 commissioner of education and the state treasurer shall continue 
284 to be commissioners to invest and manage said fund. and they 
285 shall report annually the condition and incomc' thercof. All 
286 investments shall be made with the approval orthe governor and 
287 council. The annual income thereof shall be paid to the several 
288 cities, towns and regional school districts under the provisions of 
289 section eighteen A of chapter fifty.,eight, as part of the school 
290 aid required under this chapter. 
291 Section 11. The income of the Todd Fund shall he paid to the 
292 board of trsutees of state colleges, and applied by it to specific 
293 objects, in connection with the state colleges, not provided by 
294 appropriation. 
1 SECTION 3. Section eight of chapter seventy-one A of the 
2 General Laws is hereby repealed. 
1 SECTION 4. Section thirteen of chapter seventy-one Bof the 
2 General Laws is hereby repealed. 
1 SECTION 5. Section nine of chapter seventy-four of the 
2 General Laws is hereby repealed. 
1 SECTION 6. This act shall take effect on July first, nineteen 
2 hundred and seventy-five. 
.~ 
0 ..... ·· ....... --
:0 , . 
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By Mr. Daly of Boston, petItIOn of Melvin H. King, Bri,m J. 
Donnelly, Michael Joseph Connelly. Ang~lo M. Scaccia, Michael J. 
Daly, Barney Frank, W. Paul White and another for kgislation to 
revise the formula for state aid to the public schools in the 
Commonwealth. Education. 
m:f)t (lCommollweaItb of Jat1sst1cbUSttts 
In thl: Year One Th()ll~and Nine Hundred and Seventy-Five. 
AN Ac[ REVISING TIlE FORMULA fOR STATE AID TO Till' PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
IN TIlE COMMqNWEALTlI. 
Be it enacted hy the Senate alld /luuse uf Representatives ill 





















SECTION L Chapterfifty-eight of the General Laws is hereby. 
amended by striking out Section .IHA and inserting in place 
thereof the following section:--
Section/8A_ The state treasurer, upon certific,ition of the 
commission, shall annually distribute to the several cities. towns, 
and regional school districts from the General Fund the full 
amount required to be distributed under chapter seventy. Such 
amounts shall be distributed from time to time as determined by 
the commission, provided that one quarter of the amount 
estimated to be due is paid on December fifteenth of each fiscal 
year. A third payment shall be made on April fifteenth and such 
payment. together with the payments previously.made, shall 
equal seventy-five per cent of the amount certified by the 
commissioner of education to be due. A final payment shall be 
made on .June fifteenth. 
SECTION 2. -The General Laws are hereby amended by 
striking out chapter 70 and inserting in place thereof the 
following chapter:-
Chapter 70 
SCHOOL FUNDS AND STATE AID FOR PUBUt SCHOOl,S 
,;;i2" . HQUSE-. No. 3628 [January 
6 Section J. The plfrpose of the financial assistance provided by 
7 this chapter shall be to guarantee to all students in the 
8 Massachusetts public schools the availability of educational 
9 .. programs and services appropriate to their educational needs, 
10 which are substantially equal to those available to any similar 
n student, notwithstanding geographic differences and variing 
12 local economic factors. Assistance provided under this chapter 
13 shall be designated as school aid. 
14 Section 2. When used. in this chapter the following words shall 
15 Iulve the following meanings -- "commissioner," the com-
16 missioner of education. 
17 "Equalized valuation per person in a city or town," the 
18 equalized valuation of all property in a city or town subject to 
19 local taxation, as most recently. reported by the state tax 
20 commission to the general court under chapter 58, section ten C, 
21 dividedJ:>y the number of persons who reside in such city or town. 
22 . In the ease of a regional school district, the equalized valuation 
23 per person shall be determined in the following manner: - first, 
24 the equalized valuation per person of each member municipality 
25 in the regional school district shall be multiplied by the respective 
• 26 municipality's proportion of its enrollment of pupils in the 
27 regional school district; and second. the equalized valuations per 
28 person in all the member municipalities as so modified shall be 
29 added together. 
30 "Equalized valuation per person in the commonwealth," the 
31 equalized valuation of all property in the commonwealth subject 
32 to local taxation, as most recently reported by the state tax 
33 commission to the general court under the provisions of section 
34 tOC of chapter fifty-eight. divided by the number of persons who 
. 35 . reside in the commonwealth. 
36 "Income per person in a city or town," the per capita income in 
37 a city or town as most recently reported by the federal Bureau of 
38 The Census. In the case of a regional school district. the income 
39 per person shall be determined in the following manner: - - first, 
40 the income per person of each member municipality in the 
~~L.~l ,regiormlschooldistrictsh-all be multiplied by the respective ;'·42 municipality's . proportion of its enrollment of pupils in the 
~3" regional school district; and second, the income per person in all 
44 the member municipalities as so modified shall be added 
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46 "Income per person in the commonwealth," the per capita 
47 income in the commonwealth as most recently reported by the 
48 federal Bureau of The Census. 
49 "Full time equivalent ptlpiL" is a pupil as hereinafter 
50 defined: -- (I) A full time equivalent pupil in anyone of the 
51 programs listed below. (2) A combination of pupils enrolled in 
52 anyone of the programs listed below. Any pupil who is enrolled 
53 in any combination of two or more of the programs ddined 
54 below shall be weighted in proportion to the ;r~lt/io which the 
55 number of hours in which he is enrolled in each program bears 
56 to the total number of hours of education \\ hich he is receiving. 
57 Any pupil who is enrolled in a program of more than H~5 days 
58 duration shall be counted as one full time equi\alent plus a 
59 fraction of a full time eLtuivalcnt equal to the number of days 
60 over 180, divided by I gO days. 
61 "Low~income children," the total number of children within a 
62 school district aged five to seventeen, inclusive. from families 
63 below the poverty level on the hasisof.the most recent satisfactory 
64 data available from the Departml.:nt (1f Commerce utili/illg the 
65 criteria of poverty used by the Bureau of the Census; and the total 
66 number of children within a schoo.l district aged five to seventeen. 
67 inclusive, from families above the poverty Ie\cl on the basis of the 
68 number of such children from families receiving an annual 
69 income, in excess of the current criteria of poverty. from 
70 payments under the program of aid to families with dependent 
71 children. 
72 "Educationally disadvantaged pupils." those pupils who have a 
73 need for supplementary educational assistance in order that their 
74 level of educational attainment may be raised to that appropriate 
75 for their age. 
76 "Weighted pupil unit." is the cost factor of education programs 
77 in the commonwealth for a full time equivalent pupil in regular 
78 day, special education, vocatiol1Cll education. bilingual education 
79 and supplementary programs for the disad\antaged as set forth 
80 below: - (I) "Regular Day Programs" are all public school day 
81 programs not defined as special. vocational or bilingual. (2) ;\ 
82 pupil enrolled in a half day regular kindergarten pr6gram shall be 
83 weighted at 0.6. (3) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in 
84 regular day programs grades one to three. inclusive, shall be 
~ 
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85 weighted at 1.2. (4) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a 
86 regular day program grades four to twelve, inclusive, shall be 
87 weighted at 1.0. (5) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a 
88 bilingual program in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 
89 71 A and the regulations made thereunder shall be weighted at 1.4 
90 (6) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a "regular education 
91 program with modifications," a regular education program with 
92 no more than 25% out, a "regular education program with no 
93 more than 60% time out,",as definedin the regulations for children 
94 with special needs promulgated under Chapter 71 B of the General 
95 Laws shall be weighted at 2.5. (7) A full time equivalent pupil 
96 enrolled in a "substantially separate" program as defined in the 
97 regulations for children with special needs promulgated under 
98 Chapter 71 B of the General Laws shall be weighted as 3.5. (8) A 
99 full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a "day" program as defined 
100 in the regulations for children with. special needs promulgated 
101 under Chapter 71 B of the General Laws shall be weighted as 4.5. 
102 (9) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a "residential" 
103 program as defined in the regulations for children with special 
104 needs promulgated under Chapter 71B of the General Laws shall 
105 be weighted as 5.5. (10) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a 
106 "specific occupationaf training program" as defined in Chapter 74 
107 and the regulations promulgated thereunder shaH be weighted as 
108 2.0. (II) A full time equivalent pupil enrolled in a "career 
109 development program" to be defined by the board of education 
110 shall be weighted as 1.5. (12) Low income children residing within 
III a city, town, or regional school district shall each be weighted as 
112 .5 for the purpose of computing full time equivalents for 
113 supplementary programs for the disadvantaged. Supplementary 
114 programs for the disadvantaged are additional instructional 
115 programs designed to improve reading and mathematics skills, 
116 and to provide guidance and other supportive services which 
117 enable educationally disadvantaged pupils to fully benefit from 
liB regular day, special, vocational and bilingual programs. Ap-
119 proval criteria for supplementary programs for the disadvantaged 
12.0 . shall be established by the board of education. 
12.1 "Sum of fuB time equivalent pupils" is the total full time 
12'2 equivalent pupils in each program defined above multiplied by 
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number or low income children within the district multiplied by a 
.5 weight. 
"Persons who reside in a city or town." the population of the 
city or town as enumerated in the most recent official state.census 
conducted by the state secretary. 
"Persons who reside in the commonwealth," the total 
pupulation of the commonwealth as enumerated in the most 
recent official state censusco'nducted by the st"l'te secretary. 
"Pupil," a person who is educated at the expense of a city, lown 
or regional school district. 
"Valuation index in a city, town or regional school district," the 
proportion to the' nearest tenth of one percent which the 
equalized valuation per persun in a city, town, or regional school 
district bears to the equalized valuation per person in the 
commonwealth. 
"Income index in a city, town, or regional school district," the 
proportion to the nearest tenth of one percent which the income 
per person in a city, town, or regional school district bears to the 
income per person in the commonwealth. 
"Valuation percentage in a ~ity, town or regional schoul 
district," the amount by which one hundred percent exceeds the 
product, to the nearest tenth of one per cent, of fifty percent times 
the valuation index. 
"Income percentage in a city, to\'<'n or regional school district," 
the amount by which one hundred percent exceeds the prodUct, 
to the nearest tenth of one percent, of fifty percent times the 
income index. 
"School aid percentage for each city, town, or regional school 
district," the sum of the valuation percentage and the income 
percentage, divided by two, and rounded to the nearest tenth of 
one percent. 
"Total expenditures for all pupils in a city, town or regional 
school district," the total amount expended by such city, town, or 
regional school district during the previous year for the support 
of public schools exclusive of expenditures for transportation. for 
food for school food services programs, and for capital outlays, 
after deducting therefrom any receipts for tuition, receipts from 
the federal government, the proceeds of any invested funds, and 
grants, gifts, and receipts :rom any other source,/~he extent 
[Ji!nuary 
slIchrcccipts ilrc,lpplicableto such any other source, to the 
164 extent tlHit such receipts are applicable to such expenditures: 
165 provided, however, th,it amounts received by a city, town or 
166 regional schonldistrict under this chapter as school aid shall not 
167 be so deducted. The commissioner of education may,. by 
[68 regulation, further define the expenditures and receipts that may 
169, be included hereunder. 
170 ,\'t!('livll J. The amount of school aid to be paid to each city, 
IT! town and regional school district shall be deterrnined by 
172 mUltiplying together the following factors: - (I) the school aid 
173 percentage for each city, town or regional school district, (2) the 
174 average expense per full time equivalent pupil in the com-
175 monwealth, and (3) the sum of full time eqUivalent pupils in the 
176 city, town or regional school district. 
177 For the purposes of this section, the average expense per pupil 
178 in the commonwealth shall mean the total expenditures for all 
179 pupils as defined in Section 2 divided by the total number of full 
180 time equivaknt pupils in the commonwealth. 
IS1S(>('tiol1 4. The cities; towns, and regional school districts shall 
182 report to the commissioner by December first on forms furnished 
183 by the. commissioner the information required to compute the 
184 amount of state aid required under this chapter. The information 
I 8~ required by this report shall he subject to approval, verification, 
186 and adjustment. and any adjustment which reduces or increases, 
187 as the case may be, the school aid to which a city, town, or 
188 regional school district is entitled shall be taken into account in 
189 the school aid to be paid to such city, town, or regional school 
190 district as soon as may be after the adjustment is made and 
191 certified to the comptroller and the state tax commission. The 
192 commissioner may request such other reports as he deems 
193 necessary in order to carry out the purposes of this section. The 
194 board ()feducation shall biannually recommend to the General 
195 Court appropriate revisions and adjustments to the pupil weights 
196 listed in section 2. 
197 5;t>('li()/1 5. The commissioner shall certify to tl:le comptroller 
198 and to the state tax commission not later than December thirty-
199 first prior to the fiscal year in which the aid is to be paid the 
200 ,.·c~linlated amount of school aid to be paid to each city. town and 
201 .tegi~Hl'il SdlOOI district. Before the fin~lldistributions' arc made 
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under the provisions of section eighteen A of chapter fifty-eight. 
the' commissioner shall make a final certification to the 
comptroller and to the state tax commission of the full amount 
due the cities, towns and regional school districts. 
Section 6. The aid to be 'paid to any city or town under this 
chapter shall not be less than the amount paid by the 
commonwealth to a city or town in the fiscal year ending onJune 
thirtieth nineteen hundred and seventy-five as school aid under 
this chapter plus any grants a'1d reimbursements p'aid in suchyear 
for vocational education under the provisions of cnapter seventy-
one A, and for special education under the provisions of chapter 
sixty-nine and seventy-one as they were in effect prior to 
September first, nineteen hundred and seventy-four. In deter-
mining the amounts paid by the commonwealth in the fiscal year 
ending on June thirtieth nineteen hundred and seventy-five. 
amounts paid to regional school districts shall be deemed to have 
been received by each city or town in such district in the same 
proportion as the expenditures of such district which it is required 
to pay bear to the total expenditures of such district. 
Section 7. Notwithstanding any provision of la\\' to the 
contrary, the school aid paid to a city, town or regional school 
district in accordance with the provisions of this chapter, shall be 
deposited with the treasurer of the city, to\vn or regional school 
district a,nd shall be expended by the school committee for 
current operating costs in the fiscal year in which the payments 
are so made. The amount which is so deposited in #Ie case ofa 
city or town shall be used as an' offset against the total 
appropriation which a city or town is required to make under the 
provisions of section thirty-four of chapter seventy-one. The 
amount which is so deposited in the case of a regional school 
district shall be deducted from the total budget of the regional 
school district before the assessments are made to the member 
municipalities under section sixteen B of chapter seventy-one. No 
less than 70% of the "average expense per pupil" shall be 
expended for instructional services, attendance services, and 
health services in each program listed in section 2 in which full 
time equivalent pupils were reported by the city, townor regional 
school district. 
Cj 
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j~f1:(} ,Sectioll 8-. The presentschool'(~nd, of the commo~wealth," 
~*'4[ '~··ktlQWniis tht; Massachusetts Scho()1 Fund, with future additions, 
:ij~~2: 'shidl(;(yniinuetoconstitute a permanent fund. The commissioner 
!;~43'Qfe(fudltion "and the state treasurer shaH continue to be t~~Wj;oll1ihissioners to invest and 'manage ,said fu~d, and they shall 
%2.4? ," rep6tt anrtu:illy the condition arid income thereof. All' 'in- ' 
~~4~ vesfrrtents shall be made with the approval of the governor and 
~PF c()unciL The annual income thereof shall be paid to the se~'enll 
~6f:f8 cities. towns and regionalschool districts under the provisions of 
~[~4~cs,t!;c[ioncighte~n A of chapter fifty-eight. as part of the school aid 
~1$(} •. requ:iredunder this chapter; .' ' , 
;~5~1 " , 5e(/(ioI19. The income of the Todd Fund shall be paid to the 
;\1~;s':2bQa1"4 of trlfstees of state colleges. and applicd by it to specific 
~~~;:~hbj:ects, inconI1ection with the stille colleges, not provided by 
~i~,~}1;aripropriati()n. 
:'. 
1 .' SECTION 3. Section eight of chapter s,eventy-one A of the 
2 General Laws is hereby repealed. 
I SECTION 4. Section thirteen of chapter seventy-one B of the 
2 General I.awsis hereby repealed. 
J SECTION 5. Section nine of chapter seventy-four of the 
2 . General Laws is hereby repealed. 
1, S.ECTION 6. This <lct shall take effect on July first. nineteen 
<,2h~ndred and seventy::five. 
o 0 
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By Representative Daly of Boston and Senator' Schlosstein, 
petition of the Massachusetts Teachers Association, Michael J, Daly 
and Frederic W. Schlosstein. Jr., for Iegislali('m to equalize fiscal 
ability fOl' the support of the public schools. Education. 
" 
«be qrommonwcaItb of massacbusttts 
In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Fiv~. 
AN ACT TO EQUALIZE FISCAL ABILITY FOR THE SUPPORT OF LOCAL 
PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in 
























SECTION I. Declaration of Puliey. The General Court finds 
that the policy of the Commonwealth, declared in Section I of 
Chapter 70 of the General Laws, "to promote the equalization of 
educational opportunity in the public schools of the Com-
monwealth and the equalization of the burden of the cost of 
school support to the respective cities and towns," has fallen 
substantially short of achievement. Great disparities in wealth 
among communities permit some with a low tax effort to 
support a high level of spending for the education of their 
children while others must make a much greater tax effort to 
spend substantially less for their educational programs. The 
General Court believes that a major shift of the burden of local 
school support from the towns to the Commonwealth will 
greatly strengthen the ability of towns to offer equal educational 
opportunity throughout the Commonwealth. The Ge,neral Court 
further believes that a system for measuring the wealth of each 
community to determine its fair share of school support must 
take into account each community's total claims on the· tax 
dollar, since ability to raise money for schools depends largely 
on a town's other expenses. Such a system must. further. 
measur~ fiscal capacity by~e'teTmining a communit~ealt,h 
........ .,_ ~o_1tn ... ""thor thl'l..... 'lC' 1" thp nrp~pnt fnrrn"l!t ili..,~.~th ncr 
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23 school attending child. Pursuant to the policy of the Com-
24monwealth to insure equal educational opportunity to every 
. 25: child resident thereio. therefore. it is the purpose of this act to 
26 revise . the formula fordistrib~tioo of school' aid to local 
27 communities by (I) increasing the average level of state aid from 
'2Kthe present thirty-five percent to fifty percent in 1975, with 
_2Qannualincrcmies. to 19S1 when average aid will beat seventy-five 
lQ percent; (2) includilig in the measure of town's fiscal ability a 
'31 determination of its total tax effort compared with the average 
',32 tax effort throughout the cOll1monwealth; (3) measllring a 
'33: town's relative wealth on the basis of its total population rather 
34 than its number of school attending children, and (4) raising the 
35 state's financial contribution to the schooling of vocationaL 
36 elementary, and disadvantaged children. 
1 SECTION 2. Section 2 of Chapter 70 of the GeneralLaws is 
2 hereby amended by striking out paragraph (c), as most recently 
3 amended by Chapter 766 of the acts of 1972, and inserting in 
4 place' thereof the following paragraph:-
5 (c) '"Reimbursable Expenditures". the total amount expend-
6. ed by a city or town during the fiscal year for the support of 
7 public sch.oolsduring said year exclusive of expenditures for 
-8 transportation, for food, for school service programs, and for 
9. capital outlays, after deducting therefrom any receipts for 
10 tuition, the proceeds of any invested funds, and grants, gifts and 
11 receipts from any other source,- to the extent that such receipts 
12 arc applicable to such expenditures; provided. however, that 
13. amount received by a city or town under this chapter as school 
14 aid shall not be so deducted. rhe commissioner of education 
15 may, hy regulation. further define the expenditures and receipts 
16- that may be included hereunder. 
1 SECTION 3. Said section 2 of Chapter 70 is hereby further 
2 amended by striking out paragraph (d). as appearing in section 
3 40 of Chapter 14' of the acts of 1966. and inserting in place 
4 thereof the following ptll~agraph:-
:5 . (cf) ~~:icI10ol aid percentage", for each city or town. the amount 
,,;:i~,' h>;-w\1i<:hone hundr.ed percent cxce-edsthe product, to the 
:;.: '7 he<.,;rc.st(\ne tenth of(lnt.: percent, of fifty percent times the 
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9 five percent times the valuati.on percentage in schooi fiscal year 
10 1977, forty percent times the valuation percentage ill school 
11 fiscal year 1978, thirty-five percent times the valuation 
12 percentage in school fiscal year 1979. thirty percent times the 
13 valuation percentage in school fiscal year 1980. and twenty-five 
14 percent times the valuation percentage in school fiscal year 1981, 
15 and each shcool fiscal year thereafter. 
1 SECTION 4. Said Section 1 of Chapter 70 is.hereby further 
2 amendcdby striking out paragr;'lph (e). as appc.iring in section R 
3 of chapter 925 of the. acts of 1973, and inserting in place thereof 
4 the following paragraph:-
5 . (e) "Weighted pupil unit", any pupil in any p.ublic school, 
6 kindergarten through grade twelve inclusive, resident in any city 
7 or town, as reported by the superintendent of schools in 
8 accordance with the requirements of section t, ... o A of chapter 
. 9 seventy-two provided that the following categories of pupils 
10 shall be weighted accordingly: 
11 (i) All students attending vocational schools as defined in 
12 chapter seventy-four shall have a pupil weight of 1.7; 
13 (ii) All low income students as defined in this section shall 
14 have a pupil weight of 1.1 in school fiscal year 1975, 1.2 in 1976. 
15 1.3 in 1977, lAin 1978, 1.5 in 1979 and each year thereafter; 
16 (iii) All students attending full-time kindergarten and elemen-
17 tary grades 1-6 shall have a pupil weight of 1.2. All students 
,18 attending hillf-day kindergarten programs shall have a pupil 
19 weight of .6; 
20 (iv) All students with critical deficiencies in. basic learnirig 
21 skills as defined in this section shall have a pupil weignt of 1.25 
22 in fiscal year 1977 and each year thereafter. 
23 (v) All other regular public day school pupils shall have a 
24 pupil weight of 1.0. 
1 SECTION 5, Said section 2 of Chapter 70 is hereby further 
2 amended by striking out paragraph (I). as appearing in section f.; 
3 of chapter 925 of the acts of 1973, and inserting in place thereof 
4 the following paragraph:-
5 (0 "Valuation percentage", the proportion to the nearest 
6 tenth of one percent which the equalized valuation per capita of 
7 the city or town bears to the average equalized valuation per i 
i~ 
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capita for the entire state, provided that in school fiscal year 
1977 and in each school fiscal year thereafter the valuation 
percentage shall be the proportion to the nearest tenth of one 
percent of the sum of the products of nine tenths times the 
proportlon .which the equalized va'luation per capita of the city 
. or tO~'n bea.rs to the a\;erage equalized valuation per capita for 
the entire state plus onc tenth times the proportion theequalVed 
totaltaxratc forthe entire state ,!s defined in Chaptcr fiftY:-llinc 
bears to the equalized total tax rate of the city or town as 
defined in Chapter fifty-nine: For the purposes of this section 
;the' pl1pulation of a city or to~n shall be that enumerated in thc 
:rnost recent official state census corlducted by the State 
Secretary, 
SECTION 6. Said section 2 of chapter 70 is hereby further 
arnelided by inserting after paragraph (f) the following new 
paragraphs: - .' 
. (g) "Low income students", all pupils in any public school, 
kindergarten thrQugh grade twelve inclusive, resident in any city 
or. to\vowho an! members of families whose head of household 
reports an adjusted gross income on his resident individual 
income tax return for the Commonwealth which falls in the 
lowest decile of all reported personal incomes in the state for 
10 families of comparable si7.e. 
II (h) "Students with critical deficiencies in basic learning 
12 skills", are pupils in grades 3-12 whose achieve merit falls 2 years 
13 or more below the state norm in reading and / or mathematics 
14 and all pupils in kindergarten through grade 2 whose most 
15 recent acceptable assessment predicts a serious deficit in reading 
,.f6.ancl/or math by the time the pupil reaches grade 3, 
... SECTION 7, Chapter 70 of the General Laws is hereby 
amended 'by striking out section 4 as most recently amended by 
section 8a of chapter 925 of the acts of 1973 and inserting in 
place thereof the' following Section: -
Section 4, Reimbursable expenditures for all weighted .pupil 
~;"., . () units shall De calculilled as [oHows: (I) divide a city or town"s 
~:"i;;t> 7reilnbur~able exp.enditures by: the total number of pupils in its 
[i:i;&~publicschools; .(2) multiply the result of (I) by the total number 
, 90f students attending vocational schools, then by the pupil 
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10 weight assigned under paragraph (e) (i) of section 2; (3) mUltiply 
11 the result of (I) by the total number of hm income students, thCll 
12 by the pupil weight a6Signed under paragraph (e) (ii). of section 
13 2; (4) multiply the result of (I) by the total number 01 
14 elementary, half-time kin'dergarten. and full-time kindergarten 
15 students, then by the pupil weight assigned under paragraph (e) 
16 (iii) of section 2; (5) multiply the result of (I) by the totat 
17 number of students with critical deficiencies in basic learning 
18 skills, then by the pupil w~ight assigned under paragraph (e) (iv~ 
19 of section 2; (6) multiply the result of (I) by lh~ total number 01 
20 other regular public day school pupils, then by the pupil weight 
21 assigned under paragraph (e) (iii) of section 2; (7) add the results 
22 of (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6), The school aid to be.raid to each city 
23 and town in any year shall be the amount obtained b} 
24 multiplying its reimbursable expenditures for all weighted pupi:! 
25 units for the last preceding fiscal year by its school ai~ 
26 percentage for such fiscal year; provided, that in determining th~ 
27 amount of such aid the school aid percentage shall not bt 
28 applied to any portion of reimbursable expenditures for all 
29 weighted pupils units above an amount l!411ul to o Ill' hUllJrcC: 
30 and tcn percent of the average reimbursable expenditures fOl 
31 all weighted pupil units per pupil in net average membership for 
32 the state multiplied by the total number of pupils in net average 
33 membership in such city or town; and further provided, that ir 
34 the case of any city or town whose reimbursable expenditure': 
3S for all weighted pupil units per pupil in net average membership 
36 shall fall below eighty percent Of the state average of sucl~ 
37 expenditures, the school aid percentage shall be applied to ~ 
38 figure which is equivalent to eighty percent of the state averag( 
39 reimbursahle expenditures for all weighted pupil units per pupi 
40 in net average membership; ,md further provided, however, tha4 
41 no city or town shall receive less aid pursuant to this Chaptel 
. 42 than they received for school fiscal year 1974 plus an additional 
43 six percent of the aid for sa-id year to be added each year untij 
44 and including school fiscal year 1977, In determining th~ 
45 amounts paid by the Commonwealth under this section 
46 amounts paid to regional school districls shall be dn.-mea II) 
47 have been received by each city or town in such district in th~ 
48 same proportion as the expenditures of such district \\ hich it l~ 
49 required to pay bear the total expenditures of wch district.: 
~ 
J"i(). '2S}6 [Jariuary 
~~ml.bN8. Chapter. 70 of. the Genenil Laws is hereby 
;iJirtl~;~r(l"rn.ended by inserting after' section 7 the following 
.se~tipn: -~ . 
·Se(.'{i()n8. School aid paid toacity or town pursuant to this 
Cll<!ptershal\ be deposited with the treasurer of the city or town 
.. ·.(i.·to}e helo in a separate acc.ount and ex~nded by the .school 
%J.cQQ-ttnittee for reimbursable expenditlires without fl,lrther ap-
8.'ptO'priation. 
1. SECTION 9. Chapter 14 of the General Laws is hereby 
2 amended by striking out section 9. as appearing in chapter 791 
3 Qf.the acts of 1967. and inserting in place thereof the follO\ving 
:.',4' s~ction: ..,-
;i<~'~; .... SeC'liof1 9 .. Expenses incurred· by cities. towns or regional 
, {;~}:'.S9h9qldistricts· for maintaining appovedlocal or district or 
"'~'q>r~gibhal school district independent distributive occupations. 
:;".'S"ind.'u!itrial, .agricultural, household arts or practical nurse 
;9 training schools. shall be reimbursable expenses for the purposes 
10 of Chapter 70. 
1 SECTION 10. Section 2a of chapter 72 is hereby amended by 
2 ,inserting after clause 7 the following clauses: --
'3 eighth. Low income .students as defined in section two (g) of 
4 chapter seventy. The commissioner of the department of 
5 ,corporations and taxation shall certify to each superintendent by 
'6 October first of each school fiscal year the number of such low 
7 income students resident in the city or town. 
8 nimh. Students with critical deficiencies in basic learning skills 
9as defined in section two (h) of chapter seventy. Students in 
tQ:kindergarten through grades 12 \vhose achievement or predicted 
·i.lachieverrient falls 2 grades or more below state wide norms ill 
12 reading and/or math. 
. SECTION II. The commiSSIOner of the department 01 
corporations and taxation sh.all promUlgate slIch regulations and 
include on tAe Massachusetts resident individual income tax 
,Juch items as he deems necessary to implement the 
s of clause eighth of sectilHl 2a of chapterseventy-twrl. 
'0 o 
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1 SECTION 12. Chapter fifty-eight is herehy amended by 
2 striking out Section 18A and inserting in place thereof the 
3 following section:--
4 Section 18A. The state tr.easurer, upon certification of the 
5 commission. shall annually distribute to the several cities. towns . 
6 and regional school district from the General Fund the fUll. 
7 amount required to be distributed under chapter seventy. Such 
8 amounts shall be distributed from time to time as determined by 
9 the commission. provided that one quarter of the amount 
. , . ~ 
10 estimated to be due is paid on August fifteenth and one qual"ter 
11 of the amount estimated to be due is paid on December fifteenth 
12 of each fiscal year. A third payment shaH be made on April 
13 fifteenth and such payment, together with the payments 
14 previously made, shall equal seventy-five percent of the amount 
15 certified by the commissioner of education to be due. A final 
16 payment shall be made on June fifteenth. 
' . 
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